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, 1. FIVE PROBLEMS

The.turnover-of,legislators has con§iderable signifi-

cahce in theory and in practice: The possibility of

eletting new representatives is the essence of democracy

ilLtheory, and the prospect of replacdng,an incumbent

stimulates ambition in practice. Scientists and politi-

cians have made manifesk'effort,s to measure or model,

exploit or avoid 'such turnover.

We shall'consider some problemsrelated

over and tenure of legislators. The problems arise, in

practice, as inchoate desires: We wish (1) to forecast the

future service of incumbent regfslafors, (2) to recon-

struct past legislative servicd on the basis of fragmen-

tarjr inforTatioif, (3) to estimate t4e impact upon legisla-

tive service of a hypothetical event, (4) to.measure an

abnormaliphenomenon, indirectly, by its impact upon

legisjative service, and ..(S) to compaie legislative

service in various legislative bodies. These problems'

have been stated as vague desires because suchproblem

are not exactly formulated, at least initially, in

practice.

Exact formwlations of these problems-..are eiven.in the

examples and exercises, after the class of exponential'

models that is used to solve the problems. -

2. THE EXPONENTIAL MODEL OF LEGISLATIVE 11612NOVER

2.1 The Empirical' Point of View

We view legislative service as an:.attrition process

that' begins at some specified,time with a set of legis-

lators and continues until some other time when those

legislators have all ceased to serve. The process can be

intuitively but precisely characteriied as follows:

Consider'the members of a legislative body (briefly, a

C

1

legislature) after some,eleCtion Those legislatoTs are .

the original members. With the occurrence of deaths,

iresignations, political defeats, etc., only some of tje

original members continue to be members after,the next.

election. Those sw-vvors are the re-elected members.,

With the ,occurrence of.further deaths, resignations,
.

political defeats, etc.only some of the re-elected

members continue to be piethbers after the next subsequen
electlob. Those survivors are the re-re-elected member

This process can contivnfor an indefinite number of ,

steps; but eventually, the continuous service of all

original members is ended.

We assume; that the rater of change -ii! the number of

continuously serving members is directly proportional to

the number of contiinuously serving members or, in .other

words, that actual turnover is proportional to possible
turnover. The plausibility of this assumption, as an

empi!r_ical approxibation, is suggested by the examples

and,exercises.

'2.2 The Fundamental Equation

The assumption that the rate of change is constant'

is expressed,by the differential equation

dM
gT = -cm

sk,

where M is the number of continuously serving members at,

time t and c is a positiv:e.constant. Tie solution of this

differential equation is

t'
s.

M(2)
0

e-ct(2)

where e is the irrational number 2.718... and Mo is the

number of original members.

Equation (2) is the fundamental equation in the

exponential mode ,1. The characteristic appearance of this

equation is displayed in Figure. 1.

2
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Figure I, The number of Continuously serving legislators
decreases with time.

2.3 The Probability Interpretations

Equation (2) models Ithe.number of original members

who serve continuously between to and t, where to is time

zero for the process. The proportion of the original

members, whd,serve continuously, is therefore

(3) MOe
-c{

= e-ca.
MO

which is the probability that an original member serves

continuously between to and t. Since the original members

either do or do not serve continuously,

(4) P= I - et

is the probability that an original member's continuous

service is ended by time t,.
, , .

Equation (4) is the.'exponential probability.distrihu-

tion. The expectation of this distribution, which is the

iscequal
.

counterpart of the mean in discrete statistics, stequal to

1

(5)

so on the average the original members *should continuously

serve this long from to. The half life of the distribu-

tion, whicch is the counterpart of the median in discrete

3

I

statistics:' is/approximately ,equal to

(6)
.693

c

so only half of the originik,members should continuously

serve longer than this from to. 'These interpretations

are invaluable in applications.

2.4 Estimating the Constant

Equation (1) through (4) are functions of time, but

only the uniof measurement for time is vital for the

exponential model of legislative turnover. The critical
term in 'the model is the positive constant c whose value

depen.dsf(in part) upon the unit of measurement for/time.

The observed data, for a pai:ticulat kegislature,

consist of the numbers of original members who contin-.

uouslv survive the'-elections between to and t. Since the

observations are only recorded around election 'time., the

data are not continuous, although the exponential model

itself is continuous. Figure 2 describes a typical

case. The estimation pro11lem is to find a value for c

that generates an expOnential curve that comes close to

the observed numbers hotted in Figure 2.

A nuicl,.-and-dirty technique, for estimating the value
of c, is based upon the half-life ot the exponential

. .

distribution, is*given in Equation (6)-. Consider the

numbers that are graphed ln Figure 2. There were 434

originaf members, and 21* continuously served for at least
8 Years, We note that 217 is one-half of 434Vand that the

observpd half-life should approximately equal the theoret-
ical half-life. Since 214'is about 217, the theoretical

half-life should he about 8 years. We set .693/c equal .

to 8 and solve for c, obtaining c = .0866 for the 1965

U.S. House of Representatives.

The standard technique, for estimating tip value of

cis basedUpon the natural logarithms .of the observed

T
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'Figure 2. The numbers of continuously serving members after
successive elections for the U'.S. House of Representatives.

numbers of continuously serving members. Natural loga- -

t
rithms of. exponentially distr.ibuted numbers fall on.a

-straight line, with,a slope of' -c, since the natural

logarithm function .is.the inverse the exponential
function. :2Pie.valUe of c, for the straight line that best

(fits the natural logarithms of the observed numbers, is
calculated using the formula

i

7

(In
0 1
) (t. t

1.1
) Uln MI )

1174-
+ (In

n
Mtn)]

(t
1
)2 + (t

2
)2. +.... + ftn)2

- MP
where (1nMi) is the natitral logarithm of the ith observed
number of relevant members and ti is the nuMerical value
-of -the time (measured from to) of the ith observed number.

,r
The best fitting straight line is implicitly defined by
the criterionlof ordinary leastsquares.4

5

For an example of the standard technique, consider the

numbers that are graphed in Figure 2. Their natural

logarithms' are approximately 6.6730", 5.8944, 5.73

5.5835 and 5.3660 ,for times in; years of 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8
respectively. The sum of the times is equal to 20, and
,the stun of the. sci rts of the Mmes is equal to 120. We

tset ceqUal to [( 730)(20) - (5.8944)(2).-(5.7366)(4)

(5.53835)() (5.3660)-(8)3/120 and solve for c, obtaining
c = .Q858 foethe1965 U.'. House of Representatives. This

/
. estimate differs by .008 fiom the quick - and - dirty

approximation. , i Il
ft

Finally, with a computer, Iterative techniques can be
used to estimate the

s
value-of c by trappirig &nd then finding

, .
° - the best Value, where the best value is defined according

to some criterion. These three techniqUes are illustrated'
--in the examples.

N

5. FIVE EXAMPLES '

5.1 The U. S,House of Representap4vas, 196'5-1975

President Lyndon,Johnson (Democrat) was rekurned to

office by a massive majority in the pfesidential61ection
4 .

of 1964; There was a copcomitant landslide for his

party's candidates -for the House of Representatives,. All

Representatives took office in 1965. The numtPars;of'con-

tinuously serving members, who'surivived the subs'equent

four elections,; are given:in Figure 2.

We wished to forecast the number of'coniinuously
4r-

serving members of the 1965 House who would survive the

election of November 1974.. ('this was actually done in a°,.
.

public leo1ure by the author, in March 1974.) President
Ricluir Nixon (Republican) was embroiled, at the time of
our forecast, in the Watergate Scandal. Republican candi-

.

dates were WIdely expected to have extraordinary difficul-

ties in the upcoming eleCtion for the HotIse.
, 41
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Forecasts were calculated using estimated c values for

the 1965 House and Equation (2), with Mo = 414 and t = 10u-

(years) in this case. Three estimates of c were used: the

quick -a.ed-dirty approximation ofj.0866, the standard esti-

mate of .0858, and an iterative estimate of .0853. The '

.

respective forecasts were 434e
0866(10)

= 182.6,

434e
.0858(10)

= 184.0, and 434t .0853 (10)
= 184.9. The

actual number of survivors ins the electiop was 174.

Perhaps all three forecasts werdsurprisingly good, given

the suppoSedly unusual character of the electionS. in 1964

and 1974. Thy quick- and - dirty approximation of c'yielded

the most accurate forecast, however, in this case.

3.2 The,Andhra Pradesh Assembly, 1952-1967

The Assembly is the state legislature in Andhra

Pradesh. There were state legislative elections in 1952,

1957, 1962, and 1967. Professor G. Ram Reddy.anddhis

associates made a detailed study of the 1967 Assembly.

They reported (G. Ram Reddy, "Andhra Pradesh," in Iqbal

Narain (ed.), State Politics in India, New Delhi, 1976.)

that "about' sixty percent of the legislators were fresh-

men and that "nearly" eight percent had served continuously

since 1952. We wish, on the basis of this fragmentary

information, to estimate the unreport?d percentage who had

served continuously since 1957.

The temporal perspective'is reversed; when viewing

continuous seniority as an attrition process, as shown in

Figure The percentage datdareexpressed as propor-

tions in the graph for the Assembly. We guess, after

inspecting the figure, that the half-life for the plotted

data should be'about 4 years. The quicX-and-dirty tech-

nique, setting .693/c equal to4 and,solving for c, gields

=..173. The accuracy of this quick-and-dirty approxi-

mat ion is tested against the reported data. Equation (3)

is the relevant formula for proportions of continuomikl-
-.173(5) lm

serving members. We find that e . = .421 and

e
.173(15)

= ,These calculated proportions cvmpare
12

7

,favorably with the reported proportions of about .40 and

nearly .08. SinCe a efined estimate of c can, rdly be

icjustified, given the fragmentary and approximat haracter

of the observed daita, the quick-and-dirty approximation is

used to solve our problem: e
-.173(10)

=
i
.177, so about

eighteen percent of_the members should have served contin-

uously since 1957.

.42

00

C

0

EL

0_
s..

.40

1

.08

0 0(1967) 5(1962) 10(1957) 15(1952) t(years)
CL 6 4

Figure 3. The proportioni of continuously- serving members are

observed,looking backwards in time, after successive
elections for, the 1967 Andhra Pradesh Assembly.

i3
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Guessing and testing, as illustrated in this example;
is ofte n useful in applications of mathematics. (The

singular verb is proper since guessing and testing is a
unified method.) In particular, gue'ssing and testing is

indispensable for the discovery of Mathematical models.,

3.3 The British House of Commons, 1935-1940

The British Houseof Commons' life is limited to a

maximum length of five years by the ParliameA Aet of
1911. Nevertheless, due to wartime conditions and by all

party agreement, there was no general eleqion between
1935 and 1945. The 1935 House had a lif:e of ten wears.

' We wish to estimate what proportion of the original
0935) members would not have been re-elected if there had
been a gerieral election in 1940. Mr!rLawrence blurt

, ,t0akland University, Department of Political Science,

1970), in his senior honors paper, estimated that c =

.130, with time in years,for the 1935 House. (The

estimate was made using the standard technique yid was

baked upon Continuous service from 1935 through 1970.
Since Britith general.elections were held at irregular

times, time was measured-in months in his origimarstudy.)
With this estimate, the calculation is straightfo'rward
using Equation (4). The desired proportion is 130(5)

= 1 - .522 = .478.

,3.4 The Soviet Central Committee, 1956-1961

The Central Committee of the Communist Party promul-

gates authoritative policy decisions in the'Soviet Union.

Kremlinologist'S consideit to be roughly equivalent, in

politics, to a unicameral legislature, The Central

Committee is elected by the Party Congress. There were

elections in February 1956, October,1961, March 1966, and
March 1971.

First Secretary Nikita Khrushobev, in some semi-

secret infighting, removed his opponents from the Central

committee in 1957. The number of members, who were

14
9

4

removed in this purge, has never been made public. We

wish to estimate that number.

For 1956-1961 we assume that the total turnover

was equal to normal turnover plus the purged members.

The total,turnover is a matter of public record. 'We

,estimate normal service with the exponential model. The

1956 Central Committee's full membership numbered 133;

66 were re-elected in 1961;_54were re-re-elected in '

1966; and 35 were re-re-re-elected in 1971. (See Thomas

W. Casstevens,an4 James R. Ozinga, "The Sov'iet Central

Committee Since Stalin," American Journal of Political
Science, Vof. 18, No. 3, (August 1974), np. 559-568.)

We note that 66 is about one-half of 133; but since the

- /number 66 is itself assumed to be abnormal, the quick-

and-dirty technique should not be used to estimate the
value of c. We use the standard technique and, since

the elections occurred at irregular times, Measure time
in months. The natural logarithms are approximately

4.8903, 4.1897, 3.9890, and 3.5553 for times 0, 68, 121,
and 181 respectively. The sum of the times isequal to

370, and the silm\of the squares of the times is equal to
.52026. Equation (7) sets'c equal to [(4.8903)(370)

(4.1897)(68) (3.989c) (121) (3.5553)(181)1/52026,
yeilding c = .0077. Tlie number of originl membdrs, who

theoretically should have been re-elected, is then
133e .0077(68) = 78.8,, by Equation (3). We infer that

actual turnover exceeded normal turnover by 78.8 - 66

= 12.8 full memliers. This estimate of the size o the

purge is a conservative estimate because normal s _vice

was itself calculated using the abnormally low figure for
1961. We conclude that at Least one dozen full.members
were purged by Khrushchev.

3.5 The Central Committee and the House of Represen-
tatives, 1956 and 1965

We wish, in this example, to'comnare the 1956 Soviet

10



Central Committee'and the 1965/U.S. House of Representa-
,

tives, The values of the constant c, which represent the ,
P

,

turnover rates, are. very useful .for this purpose. These

Allies are.estima-ted- above, using the standard technique

. but-differing units of time, as .0077(U-.S.S.R.) and

.0858 (U.S.A:).

The units df time:muSt be 'standardized for compara-

tive purposes. Equation (2) holds, irrespective of the unit

of measurement for time, for all exponential models of
...

turnover in a given body of legislators. The relation-

/
ship'between the values of the constant and the u its of

measurement for timer' in any two exponential mod is of a,

given legislature, is therefore
N

(8) c
1
t
1

c
2
t
2

where time is measured, from the same starting point to the

samelnstaq, on different scales for model sub-one and

model sub-two. In particular, for a given legislature, the

value of the constant for a' model in years is twelve times

t1e valuehof the'constant for a model in months.

We chooVe to standardize, in this example, in terms

of years. The value of the constant thus becomes (.0077)

(12) = .0924 for the Central Committee. The value of the

constant remains .0858 for the House of Representatives.

We note, as summary comparisons, that the expectation

(1 /c) 10.8 years and 11.7 years and that the half-life

(.693/c) is 7.5 years and 8.1 years, respectively. These

figures su gp that the contemporary pattern of

continuous -gislative service, at the national level, is

very similar i the Soviet Union and the United States.

. EXERCISES

1. The 1965 U.S. Housi'.6f R pres tatives.

a. What is the value of the constant for time in months?

b. How many continuously sen4g members should have. been

AS
11

re-elected in the election of 1976?
.t

c. What proportion of the 1971 House'of Representatives' 435

members should have had at least 6 years of continuous

seniority?

2. The,1967 Andhra Pradesh Assembly.

a. What is the value of the constant for time in months?

b. What is the expectation for continuous seniority in years?

3. The 1935 British House of Commons, which hadl 61 original

memb rs, was elected in'November 1935.

a. What is the Value of ,the constant for time in months?

b. How many original, Members should have been re-elected in 1940?

c. 'How many continuously serving membersshould have been re-

elected in theelectionof October 1964?

d. ,What is the expectation for continuous service in-,years?

e. What is the half-life for continuous service in months?

4. The 1956 Soviet Central Committee.

a: How many continuously serving full members should have been

re- elected, in the election of February-March 1976.

b.- What propottion of the 1971 CentralMommittee's 240 full

,members should have, served con nuously as full members since

ti -election of 1956?)`'

5. Pie 1957 Canadian House of Commons, which had 265 original

members, was elected in June 1957. There were subsequent electiqns'

hi March 1958, June 1962, April 1963, November 1965, and June 1968.

The numbers of original members, who were successively re-elected,

were 149, 87, 55, 42, and 23. '(See Thomas W. .pakstevens and -

William A. Denham III, "Turnover and Tenure in the Canadian House

of Commons, 1867-1968," Canadian Journal of Political Science,

Vol. 3, No. 4, (December, 1970), pp. 655-661.)

a. Estimate the value of the constant for time in months, using

the standard technique.

Prime Minister John Diefenbaker (Progressive Conservative) led

his party's candidates to a landslide victory of unprecedented

proportions in the election of March 1958.

17 12



a

b How many original members should have been re-elected in the

election of March-1958?

c. How many original members failed to be re-elected due to the

landslide in 1958?

6. The:1953 U.S. Senate, at the beginning of the session, had an

observed median continuous seniority of 6 years.

a. Estimate the value of the constant for time in years, using'

the quick-and-dirty techniqut.

b. What Proportion of the members should have been serving

continuously foc at least 30 years?

7. Derive Equation (6). from Equation (4).

8. Derive Equation (8) from Equation (2).

5. ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

A
1. (a)A ..0072 if c = .0858 or .0866.

(b) 155.0 if c = .0858; 153.5.if c = .0866. The actual number

is not known by the author. The 1974 data might be

included to re-estimate the value of the constant.

(c) .65 if c = .0858 or .0866. The actual number was. .61.

[Note: The theoretical numbers of persons are given to

one decimal place for two reasons: The numbers are theorex.

tical.' And a theoretical number such'as 153.5 is exactily`

satisfied by an observation of 153 or 454.)

2. (a) .01444

(b) 5.8 years;

3. (a) .0108.

4
(b) , 323.1.

(c) 14.6. 'Mr. Mu'rz (92.

was 15.

(d) 7.7 years.

(e) 64.2 months.

41.) reporteethat the actual number

4. (a) ,21.0, using February. The actual ,number is not known by'

the author.

(b) .14. Professors Casstevens and Ozinga (22: cit.) reported

1 1 op
Jt..

4.

that the actual proportion was 35 240 = .15.

5. (a) .019.

(b) 223.4.

(c) 74.4. This is a conservative-estimate.

6. (a) .1155.

(b) .08. The actual proportion was .01s

(
7. We set 1

e-ct
equal to 1/2 and then solve for t in terms.of c

by taking the natural logarithm of each side of the equation!
e-ct

1/2.

8. For.two exponential models of a given legislative body, for the

same time period but different time scales, we have

M0
c t

e 1 1=M0 e-c 2
t
2

and 1.Tier dividing by Mo, we obtain

e
-c

1
t
1 = e-c 2

t
2

which yields

1
t

1
-c

2
t
2

after taking the natural logarithm o' each side, so that

citi = c2t2

as desired.

'WO
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`.1. INTRODUCTION

Many political events occur at a specific time in a
particular context, but few political events are unrelated
to the past and the future. Past political conditions

shape,the pres,ent just as present conditions have important
Implication'S for the future. Political conditions and
events are usually part of political proceses which
can best be understood as occurring across time. Partisan
political mobilization the enlistment of eligible
participants in support of a political cause is.such
a phenomenon. The proportion of eligible participants

who are mobilized is certainly a discrete event tied to
a particular place and time, but the .level of mobiliza-

tion is dependent upon mobilization in the past and has

Implications for mobilization in the future.
4

2 This unit and Unit 298, The Dynamics of Political
Mobilization: II, investigate the dynamic properties
of political mobilization- processes. Given limited -

information,about a political mobilization process,
what can be predicted regarding the outcome of the
process? Can' ye predict whether levels of mobilization

will be consi"s;ene or erratic.from one time period to
Al the next? Are the implications of similarimobilization

processes different for political majorities and minorl-
,ties? How, is. the mobilization process affected by the
:size:of the pool of pOtential recruits? .

Patisan.political mobilization can refer to a
varietty'of political behaviors: support for revolu-

tionary political movements, participation in urban

race riots, joining the Women's Christian Temperance
Union; identification with a political parts', or voting
for'a particular political candidate: In the discus-_

sions below, partisan mobilization_refers to the percent
of the eligibl* electorate voting for a particular party

1

2U

/

in a given election. This convention, however, is

primarily aimed at ease of discussion and doe; not

-limit the general nature of the substantive pi-oblem

being investigated or the model being developed.

The present unit develops a simple model of the

mobilization process and uses the model to simulate
a number of 'different mobilization processes. Unit
298, The Dynamics of Political Mobilization:
explores the model's deductive properties and applies

it to an investigation of an actual mobilization

process.

2. A MODEL OF THE MOBILIZATION PROCESS.

A simplified model of the mobilizationprocesS
developed in this section to help answer the questions
posed above. ,Before proceeding any farther, however,
some terms and concepts must be precisely and arith-

metically defined in symbolic notation.

2.1 Definitions

Individual actions performed within a spatial

context determine the level of political mobilization.
For example, suppose we are concern kwith Democratic
mobilization in Cook County, Illionis. A Cook County
resident who votes for the Democratic Party 'is mobiliz
The percent of Cook County residents who are mobilized
is the level of mobilization in Cook County. resi

a dents, however, are not eligible to participate in the
mobilization process. Felons and people less than 18
years of age are not allowed to vote. Thebrefore, the
level of mobilization is more accurately defined as
the proportion of eligible participants who vote Demo-
cratic. In symbolic notation,

M". D/E.

0

2'7
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Where:

M = the level of mobilization,

D = the number of Democratic voters,

E = the number of eligible participants.

as

Now does this definition substantively differ from one in which the

number of voters foK a particular parity are divided by the number

of voters for all the parties combintd?

The level of mobilization, however, is specific. to " The Model
a particular time. This time dependence can he symbol-

A simplified model of the mobilization process can
ically expressed as:

he expressed with these symbols. Any change in the level

Mt Dt/E' s of mobilization between "t" and "t + 1" is undouhtedly

In more verbal terms, the mobilization level at time "t" a function of two factors: (1) the rate at which indi

vis equal to the proportion of eligibles who are party viduals mobilized at "t" fail to continue their support

supporters at time "t". at "t + 1" and (2) the recruitment rate among individuals

who were not mobilized at "t" but are susceptible to a
,Changes in the level of mobilization can also be

party's recruitment efforts. These two factors are
expressed in symbolic notation. A change operator --

symbolically expressed in th6 following model.
"A" -- without superscript is defined to mean the change

= -

. 4

in the mobilization- level from one time period to the M
t

g(L M
t

) f(M
t

)

next. Therefore, the following equality holds.
where:

AMt Mt+1 Mt' = the recruitment rate among those who

The time sequence is a set of discrete, \equally spaced are potentially eligible for recruit

points in time: t, t + 1, t + Each time ment but previously unmbbilized

de ion'rate among those whopoint can be thought of as an election. f = the fect

were previously mobilized.
Finally, all eligible political p&rticipants are

not susceptible to the recruitment efforts of all

parties. While most small town Vermont bankers are - Exercise 2

legally eligible to vote, they are very unlikely to The model divides eligibles into three different categories.
vote for the Democratic Party. An upper limit exist,: What are the categories? What other category might a more complex

to OINSproportion of eligible participants which can model include?

be enlisted in support of any political cause. This

limit is symbolically expressed ds and,, in order

to develop a more easily interpreted model, is assumed The model developed here is a difference equation.

to be independent of time constant across time. Difference equations are formal representations of ways

in which quantities change over time. The quantity of

Exercise 1 inteTest here is the level of political mobilization. 1

The mobilization level is defined as the number of voters
1

For a more complete.definition of difference equations seefor a particulai- party divided by the number of eligible participants.

28
3 Goldberg (1958).
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s>

This difference-equation can teach us several things is only .1.while the rate of losses among those who arc*
concerning the properties of various mobilization processes. mobilized is .3 (i.e., g= .1, f = .3). Therefore, the. -

Two strategies exist for exploring the model's logical - mobilization model can be rewritten in the folloWing form:
implications. Symbolic values can be specified and a

6Mt A(.7 Mt) '3(Mt)sequence of mobilization levels generated upon those
conditions. Alternatively,/the symbolic values can he where:

statistically estimated using data from actual mobiliza- Mo = .b
tion processes. This unit explores the first alternative

while Unit 298 explores the second. 4P Figure 1.1 shoos the partial sequence of mobilization

levels which'is generated by this equation. The level of
3. SOME SIMULATED MOBILIZATION PROCESSES

.

support for

rapidly declines.

0

0.7

0.6

0.5

to

0 0.14

C Z0
0.3

tO
N

0.2,

0.1

0 0

Figure

the party, especially in the early time periods,

The net rate of decline, however, comes

LI

Four values must be specified to generate a unique
sequence of mobilization levels: "g", "f", "L", and

"Mo" (assuming time ---"t" -- to be a series of con-

secutive integers beginning at zero). The difference

between integers can be thought of as the time elapsing
betuTeen equally spaced elections. Therefore, "M0" is
the initial mobilization level at the first election

or the initial condition for the mobilization process
13e,ing considered, "MI" is the mobilization level at
the nextv'election, and so on.

3-.1 Scenario One

In this first simulation, the party of interest is
a majority party which has nearly exhausted its mobili-
zation possibilities. The initial mobilization level

"M0" -- is .6 and the upper limit of people who might

possibly be susceptible to the party's appeal is .7. ,

So, while the party has only rAbbilized 60 percent of

the eligible electorate, it has-mobilized (.6/.7) or

86 percent of those people. which it has any chance of
mobilizing. .

Furtheimore, the party is losing old'-friend at

a higher rate than it is making new ones. The rate
of mobilization among unmobilized, potential supporters

0

1.1.

1 2 3 4 5

Time.
- _

A partial sequence of mobilization levels for
a party with the rollowing parameters:

.g 1, f = 3, and L = .7 (M0 = .6).

5
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closer to zero in each successive time period. As the

process unfolds the levels of support decrease and, as

a result, losses decline as well. In much the, same

fashion, the pool of unmobilized potential supporters

increases allowing the same rate of gains to result in

larger absolute increases in recruitment. In this Hay

gains'and losses come Closer to offsetting each other.

Exercise 3

Put the model into a recursive form which can be used to

generate a unique sequence of mobilization ,levels. That is,

write the model in a way that expresses Mtil as a function of Mt.

(Remember: AM
t
= Mt+l

- M
t
.)

3.2 Scenario Two

Now consider a minority party which has not realized

its potential. The party's level of support at the

initial election being considered is only .2, but its

limit of potential recruits is .7 Unlike the party

previon,sly considered, this party is experiencing a

higher rate of gains than losses. Unmobilized potential

recruits are enlisted at a .3 rate", while mobilized

individuals defect from party ranks at a .1 rate, These

values for the model's parameters result in the following

equation:

0.7

0.6

0.5

CO

0.4

Z
O 0 3

CO

N

O
0.2.,

0.1

0.0
0 1 . 2 3 4

Time .

Figure 1.2. A partial sequence of mobilization levels for
a party with the following model parameters:

g = = .1, and L = .7 (MO = .2).

? , sequence, but these gains become less dramatic over time.

t
AMt '3(77 Mt) '1(Mt) Asthe partyy's Alobilization level approaches the size of

. the pool from which it can gain,neW recruits, recruit
where: nent gains decrease. At the same time losses due to

MO '2'
defection increase because the mobil4zed population has

.

A grown while the rate of defection has remained constant,
-Thesequence-of mobilization levels generated by _ .__.

As in the- previous instance, the net chances in the .-

this equ4tion and shown in Figure 1.2 offers a contrast
mobilization level decrease over time.

to the mobilization process previously considered. 4
4

The party makes pronounced gains early in the time

vtl

7. ,

03 8
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. -

--the...,prev-i. ;majority_ _

it gains and a_-
m inor

h t s e a

-Aot

and. the-pi,n0fft-y_ir,is-t).
heed -t-_%niqn--

strated however levels
app roach their pool of pa,t;it=1.1,1-ei- t.3_--ate -o ft en ar
pressed to continue

-p-arty

-7

0.6

,
which gains converts- at- '111.gher, rate
supporters- . -..The,.The party's IriffiaL- Level ,o1S,siipp.15rt.

-

6, but the upp,e4,:-.1.AM41 ,o-f -.the popu.15ii oh Wh

susceptible to
. 7 ._

' The recruitment raVe among unmobilized

recruitable indfga.4Uals xate
among those pr ev au-s-1Y- r fed TheSe conditions
result in the f011owing 'equa:4o:ry.

6M t -3 ( -7
t
-)- 7:1,1(M

t
).

where:

M
0

= .6.

Even though the .recruitment rate is larger than
the defection rate, thi majority party's support
actually declines from itS initial level in Figure
1.3. The change in mobilization is much less than

, the previous two instances, and the gradient of the
change becomes even less pronounced as time passes.
The scenario shows, however, that the 'direction of

change is as much a function of initial mobilization
levels with respect to recruitment limits as it is a)
function of recruitment and defection rates.

9

- <13

0.2

0 . 1

0 0

0

Figure 1.3.

2 3
Time

A partial sequence of mobilization'levels for
:a party with the following parameters:
g f = .1, and L = .7 (H0 = .6).

N.

Exercise 4

Could a partylose old converts at a higher rate than it gains

new ones and still continue to grow?

Exerci=se 5

Specify recruitment and defection rates "..."9" and "f" -- for

Scenario Three which would result in mobilization increases from
'the initial .6 le.v1.

40
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Exercise 6

What implications does the possible discrepancy between

(1) rates oowth or decline in an absolute sense and (2) rates

of recruitment and defection from subpopulations of eligibles

have for the strategies of party leaders? /

Exercise 7

In these first three simulations the size of the change

has steadily decreased regardless of its direction. Do you think

the direction of change'would ultimately be reversed if the

sequence was extended indefinitely?

13.4 Scenario Four

None of the mobilization processes considered thus

far have involved extremely large turnover rates. The

gain and loss parameters of the model have not exceeded

.31. In this simulation imagine a more volatile political

climate in which the turnover among both supporters and

non-supporters is touch higher. A majopty party has an

initial mobilization level of f.6 and its ceiling of

potential recruits is .8. The party's recruitment rate

among those who are potentially subject to/dobilization

but previously unmobilized is .9. The defection rate

among those who are already mobilized is .5. These

conditions are summarized. in the following equation.

AMt = .9(.8 - Mt) .5(Mt)

where:

M =

The sequence of mobilization levels generated
c
by

11411r Thithis equation is shown in Figure 1. . This sequence is

significantly different from those. previously considered.

The direction of change in the other sequences was always ,

.monotonic: changes always occurred in the same direction.

11

36
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0.5
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Figure 1.4.

t

0 1 2 3 4 5

Time I

A partial sequence of mobilization levels for
a partirwith the following parameters:
g = .9; f = .5, and,L = .8 (MO = .6).

,/
The political party being considered either consistently

lost or gained support even though the rate of absolute

gains or losses varied. In this instance, losses and

gains alternate. As in the previous' instances, however,

the absolute size of changes decreases in each succeeding

time period. The process seems to settle down as ti,e

progresses..

3.5 Scenario Five

Finally, Imagine a .small party with a large growth_

, potential which gains adherents at the same high rate

37
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that it loses previous conxert,. The part-\'s initial
mobilizatio.1 level is only .1 lfat it, limit of potential
recruits is .8. ffre defection rate among pieeiou,
supporters and the recruitment rate among precious non-
supportei, t+,11) are potent:all\ eligible foi
dre both .". flit condition, are shoun in te
equation.

:`,14r = :8 alt l ."fait)

.where.

N10 = .1

The pattern of alternating 41ailis an losses seen in
Figure 1..4 is ;ilso present in the``sequence of mobilization

0,.7

0.6

-' 0.5

I)

0.4

0.3

0.2

.2

0.1

'.. 0.0
0 1 2

Time

'. Figure 1.5. A partial sequence of mobilization levels for
a party with the following parameters.
g = .7, f = .7, anti L = .8 (M0 = .1)

Q.

13

0.

C11

leels generated .1)y this eqa.t.,h and shown in I igu-re 1.S.
the r mobilization lelel- is In'en noic
diamatie in thi, instaice. on. t' again, houever, the

absolute kalue of the ,-,L,IgL di,l(A,y, in each -acceeding
time lei loci. both of the-e latter toe ,ccnarlos. laic 45.

ineoleed ee11 eoiatilc political ploe,ses markid
hoth 'I) a high tuinoeel among party adherent, and

fluctuating lead of oc:Iall suppolt for the parties.

4. SUT4AR1

This unit has demonstrated several propertic, of
the mobilization proces,, as it is represented by oui
riodel, which are riot intuitieei obvious. All element,
of the modyl - the three parameters as well a, the
initial mobilization level hilee impoltant and intr-
dependent consequences for the resulting mobilization
process. No single paiametel of subset of parameter,
can he used to t\pify a mobili:atipn process. further --

more, the same -Set of parameter values for "g", "f",
and" "L" van have eery different implications depending
upon the initial ,i:e of the party being con,ideiect%

Recruitment and defection rate, ("g" and "1 ")

mean different things to parties in different political
circumstances, Parties. which have more fully exploited
their potential pool of recruits (" ") have a mole
difficult time achieving any additional growth. ls

Scenario Three illustrates, Nirties which recruit at
a higher late than they suffer defections can still
decline in size.

The importance of recruitment.and defection rates,
however, is illustrated bye comparing the first three
scenarios with the last two. Changes in mobilization
levels are monotonic in the first set of simulations
regardless of the recruitment limits or initial mobili-
zation levels. The parties either consistently increase

14
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%

or consistently decrease in size. Conversely, net gains

alternate with net losses in the second set of simula-

tions even though one simulation involves a minority and

the otherInvolves majority party. In short, the high

rateUf defection d recruitmcnr related to t'Lo

altern,ti%g :-1,4ecee4se'

,as 'coon e-,

ed; , no ,:talned,.

and ,,cm'e general Lions are drawn. COulj we :drib con- ,

clusions concerrin.what tilt = equence ofmohilization

.levels'for a given set of 'parameters would look like
,

4

without genera?ing the.sequence' in other wcrds, could

we deduce th'e,characterlsttc- of a mobilization process

from a knowledge c,t7 the parameter), and the inItial

'conditiofts? Unit 213, The Dynatics of political Mobili-

zation: II, expJores the model's deductive properties

`as well as applyin it to a consideratiOn of an actual---

mobilization process",
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S. ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1 The base of all eligibles includes considerations regarding

participation. This procedure measures the party's success

at competing with apathy and the stay-at-home vote as well as

its ability to compete with an4bpposigo ,'arty or parties.

Thl t.41414e cate-,ories are (1) thosr air uoy recruited,M:.

(2)' those who arZ not supoorxers but -1,nt be' L -

:3) those not ..sc:ptible to party recruitment efforts

1 L. Anctner category could be those who would not,,urder

any circumstances, defect from party ranks: H. The model

would then become:

g(1- Mt)
`!Mt

°)'

3. mt+1 = ,Mt + g(1. Mt) ;(m
t

) (1 g - f)m
t

+ gL.

4. , Yes. For example, consider a party with the following

parameter values L = .9, g = and f = .4., If the

party's initial level of support is .1, its level of

support at the next election world be .41

5. if m
0-1

is equal to M
t

then:

.6

.6

0

=

=

=

(

.6

t g

+

7 f).6 g(.7)

.6f + .7g

.6f = .1g__

Therefore, in order for a party to grow from an initial

mobiliiation level of .6, given that L equals .1g

must be greater than .6f.
ork

6. A party's choice between allocating resources toward

.(1) recruiting new supporters or (2) insuring the continued

support of those already recruited depend's upon the rela-

`ITnship between the party's,recruitment potential and its
1
current level of support.

7. It would not.

41
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1. INTRODUCTION

Unit 297, The'Dynamics of Political Mobilization: I,
developed a model of the mobilization process. Using
that model, several sequences of mobilization levels were
generated based upon different sets of simulated condi-
tions. In this way variousSactors' effects upon the
mobilization process were isolated and evaluated.

The present unit, has two aims. First, a framework,
is developed with which to deduce the properties of a

mobilization process based upon mathematical properties
of difference equations._ Second, the mobilization model
is applied to the analysis of an actual rather than a

simulated mobilization process.

2. THE MODEL'S DEDUCTIVE PROPERTIES

ExpeCtations regarding the behavior'and outcome of
various political mobilization processes can be based
upon model parameters and initial mobilization levels
without inspecting the sequences of mobilization levels

are actually generated. Thfs section develops
the basis upon which these predictions are made. First,
generil and particular solutions to difference equations
are defined and illustrated.

A general solution is then
developed for the difference equation which corresponds
to the mobilization model. Finally, the model's deductive
properties are outlined.

4.1 Solutions to Difference Equations

A difference equation solution is a single function
which generates a sequence of values satisfying the
equation at each time porta. Consider the following
simple case.

(1) AM
t
= 2M

t

1
O

43

or

(2) M
t+1

= M
t
+ 2M

t
= 3Mt.

One solution for this equation is Mt = 3t. The solution
results in the following equality based upon Equation (2).

(3) 3
t+1

= 3(3
t
).

.

All the following ,solutions, however, also satisfy the
equality: 2(3

t
), 100(3), .6(3,t). Each solution is a

zt particular solution to the difference equation. A

general solution, in contrast, provides a non-unique
solution which is not related to any unique condition.
All the particular solutions shown above are variants
of th; general solution -- C(3t) -- where C is any
coOtant.

We make use of the following Theorem:1
.If: (1) a

general solution is obtained for a lineSr difference
equat1ion of order "n" and (2) "n" consecutive values of
the equation's generated sequence are defined, then it
is the only solution to the difference equation with the
prescribed conditions. To make use of this theorem,
criteria must be established for the order andlineari0
of a difference eqUation. The order of a dj.fference
equation is defined to be the number of-discrete'intervals

upon which the function depends. It is determined by
subtracting the minimum time subsCript from the ma4imum
time subscript. In short, the mobile ationmodel qualifies
as a first order difference equation: t+1) - t = 1.
Furthermoretheodel ii linear becausesthe coefficient
for "Mt" is not a function of any "Mt+k".

1

See Goldberg (1958).

49
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, Exercise 1

What-is the order of each of the following 'difference equations?

(a) Xt = a2Xt-1 - al

(b) X,4.2 a2X0.1 + al

(c) Xt4.3 = a2Xt

(d) Xt+2 = a3X0.1 + a2Xt + al.

Exercise 2

Which of the following equations are linear? (Remember:

Linear equations need not have constant coefficients.)

(a) X = a2Xt2
t+1

(b) Xt+2 = a2XtXt4.1

(c) Xt+2 a2tXt + al.

This theorem assures us that we can obtain a particu-
lar solution to any first order linear difference equation
for which-we know the general solution and any single
sequential value for the function. Using the 0,,vious

-exampl7 where Mt+1 = 3Mt, assume we know 1hevalue for
M0.

MI 3M0

M2 4'3M1 3(3140) = 32M0,

(4)

Mk
k-1

3[3k-lm
0

) 3kmo.

In short, the particular solution is obtained by-sub-
stituting MD for C.

50

2.2 Solving the Model

As you previously discovered in Exercise 3 of Unit
297, the mobiliz4tion model can be qqressed in the
following form:

(5) Mt+1 (1 g f)Mt

Since this equation is a first order linear difference

equation, we only need to find a general solution and
one sequential value for a given mobilization process
to'uniquely solve it.

Goldberg (1958) develops a solutitgin for the following
equation:

(6) .

t+1
= al + a2R

t'

4

This equation is the saMe'form as the derivegaersion of
the mobilization,model.(Equation 5) where:

(7) a = gr

(8) a
2

= (1 - g - f).

The solution can be, fotind as follows:

= al + a2Xt

(9)

2
xt+2

= al +*a
2
X
t+1 = a

1
+ a

2
(a1 + a 2Xt ) a

1
(1 + a 2) +

,

a
2
X

,= al(1 + a2 + + ak2
-1

) + a2Xt.

Exercise 3

Find the solution for
/
X
t+4'

'The quantity (1 + a2 + + a2k+1) can be expressed'
in a more manageable closed forM by summing a finite

51
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P

geometric series. First, set the quantity equal to "S".

a
k(10) S = (1 + a2 + . +
2

-1
).

Multiply both sides by a constant: "a2".

(11) a2S,= (a2 + a22 + + a
2
)

Subtract Equation (11) from Equation (10)C"

(12) S -a2S= (1 + a2 + + a2
k- 1')

(a2+a+

Or

+ a 2 )

(13) 3(1 a2) = (1 -

Finally, dividing both sides by (1 a2) results in the
closed,form for the original Equation (10).

The difference equation solution canetqOefore be
stated as follows:

(.14) Xt+k = a2Xt + al j (1 - a2) / (1 - a2))

(15), Xt+f = X kai

if a 2# 1

if a
2

= 1

Exercise 4

If we know the general solution and one sequential value we
can obtain the particular solution. What if We know the sequence

value for t 38 instead of t = 0? How could we solve the equation
for t < 38?

2.3 What' Good Has This Done?

Now that we have a solution what can be done with
it? Using the solution-we can predict both (1) the
outcome of a sequence' and (2) the behavior of a sequence
as it approaches the outcome. Several possible sequence
behaviors and outcomes are considered here. 2

2
The discussion that follows is a non-rigorous treatment that
depends heavily uponithe

discussion contained in Goldberg (1958). 5

511ti

A constant sequence. First, a difference,equation

can generate a sequence of equal values. In this case
'the outcome of the difference equation is the same as

its initial value and the sequence's behavior° is constant.
Whenever the initial value of a sequence equals
(a1/(1-a2)) and "a2" does not equal 1; the resulting
sequence is constant. This can be shown using,the

Equation (14) solution.

Xt+k = a2Xt + al((1 - a2)/(1 a2))

Xt+k = aXt + al /(1 - a2) - ;a2 (al/(1 a2))
.

,

.

. .

Xt+1:- al/(1 a2) alg%'- (a1/(1 a2))).

So, if "Xt" (the initial value) equals (al/(1 a2)),
the_tight hand side of Equation (16) is eqlial to 0 and
"Xt+k" equals (a1/(1 a2)) as well

Some other sequence outcomes. Our consideration of
othey sequence outcomes is made simpler if we only
consider the absolute value of difference equation
sequences. The absolute value of sequences generated
by- difference eqUationscan increaS without bound or

'converge toward some limit as well as staying constant,
It can be seen by inspecting the solution in Equation
(14) that theVbsolute values for the sequence will
continue to larger at an ever accelerating rate
if "a2" is greater than 1 or less than

if "a2" is greater than 1 or less than
value'of "X

t+k" approaches infinity -as

infinity.

Rather than growing without bound, the absolute
value of the difference equation sequence will converge
toward a limit if either: ( -1 < a2 < 0) or (0 < a2 < 1).
Both the "a2Xt" and "a2"a2

k"
terms in the Equation (14)

solution approach zero if either condition holds.

-1. Therefore,

-1, the absolute

"k" approaches

e; ( .1)

ki

6



Therefore, the sequence generated by the difference

equation approaches, the limit: ".

(17)

4

This value is subsequently expressed As "M*'".

Some other sequence behaviors. What can be said

regarding the behavior of a difference equation sequence

as it approaches its outcome? ketUrning to'the Equation

(14) solution, "a2" oscillates betwien negative and

positive values'if "a2" is less'than zero. Similarly,

the:sequence generated by the solution als2oscillates

regardless of the values for "XL" or the siuti,on's

other term: al((.1- - a2)/(4 - a2)). That is, declines

in the mobilization level are followed by increases,

and increases in the mobilization level are followed

by declines.

Alternatively, "a2X" grows or declines monotonically

(constantly). whenever "a2" is greater than zero. 'The

difference equation sequence ,declinea monotonically if

"Xo" (the initial condition) is greater than' "M*" and

increases monotonically if "Xo" is less than "M*".

Expectations regarding the outcome of a difference

equation and the behavior of the sequence as it approaches

the outcome are summarized in Figure 2.1.

Exercise 5

What can we predict about a,difference equation function

for which we know the general solution but not the particular

solution? What can we not predict frcvhe general solution

alone?

2.4 The Expectations' in Terms of the Model

These mathematical expectationi can be expressed

in notation applicable to the mobilization model. First,

7

54

(a)

(c)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.1 Expectations regarding the difference equation:

Xt41 = a1 + aiXt, (!he initial condition cannot

equal (a1 /(1,:.a2)).

1.

abiolute value Of a
2

la2r< 1

la21 > 1

5

direction of a
2

a2< 0a
2
>0

monotonic
convergent

(a)

monotonic
divergent

-(c)

oscillatory
convergent

(b)

oscillatory'
divergent

(d)

8



O

consider the limit of the process: "W". The limit is

equal to a1/(1 - a2), but, making use of'the equalities

in Equations (7)' and (8), the limit can also be expressed

as:

(18) m* = g
(g f).

Verbally, the limit of the mobilizatOn process as

ratio of (1) the recruitment rate multiplied tikes,. the

upper limit of the population which is potentially sus-

ceptible to a party's recruitment efforts to (2) the

sum of the recruitment and defection rates.

The "a
2
" term provides an interesting and important

analogy to the model (recall that: a2 = 1 - (g + f)).

The sum of "g" and "f" must be greater than 2 or less

than\-2-for a divergent sequence to result. Neither

condition is possib'e by definition. If either para -
.

meter were negative, we would be dealing with positive

tosses or negitive gains. Furthermore, neither parameter

can be greater than 1; a party cannot lose more supporters

than it already has or gain more'than those that are

eligible for conversion. These definitional contradic4lons

in the model are related to an empirical impossibility.

No party can gain or lose adherents indefinitely; un-

limited growth cannot occur. In order for the model

to be credible, "a2" cannot be greater than 1 or less

tht -1. .

The expectations developed here can be applied to

the consideration...of mobilization scenarios undertaken

in the previous unit "The Dynamics of Political

Mobrlization:'I." These applications are made in

Table 2.1 and, for ?urposes of graphic display, the

mobilization limit of Scenario One is presented in

Figure 2.2.

9

' 1

Table -2.1

The Scenarios-of Unit 297 \

.../ a
1

a
2 limit (M4) sequence behavior

Scenario 1 .07 .60 .175 ...monotonically decreases (M0> .175)

Scenario 2 .21 .60 .525 monotonically increases (M0< .525)

Scenario 3 .21 .60 .525 monotonically decreases (M0> .525)

Scenario 4 .72 -.40 .514 oscillatory convergent

Scenario 5 .56 -.40 .400 'oscillatory convergent

0.7

0.6

--- 0.5

m

>

c 0.3

0.2

so

0.1

0.0

Mobilization Limit = .175

0 1 2 ,3 4 5

Time

Figure 2.2 The mobilization limit and a partial sequence
of mobilization levels for a Party with the
following parameters: g = .1, f = .3, and
L = .7 (M0 = .6).

57
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Exercise 6 .

What is the tipping point, in terms of "g"and "f", between

an oscillatory and monotonic mobilization process?

3. DEMOCRATIC MOBILIZATION IN LAKE COUNTY, INDIANA

Previous considerations using the model have focused

upon simulated mobilization processes. This section

applies the model to an analysis of Democratic Party

mobilization in Lake County, Indiana, from 1920 through

1968. This period is an important one in American

polltics which includes the return to normalcy following

WorldWar I, the Great Depression and the New Deal, the

Eisenhower years, and the social turbulence of the 1960s

Lake County, which includes Gary, is an especially

appropriate site for such an investigation since it has

contained large concentrations of the population groups
. upon which Democratic ascendancy has been based: industrial

workers, blacks, and the poor.

3.1 Statistical Estimation

The two coefficients -- "al" and "a2" -- for the

difference equation shown in Equation (6) can be statis-

tically estimated on the basis of historic levels of

Democratic mobilization in Lake County. The method used

to estimate the coefficients is a statistical technique

known as ordinary least squares (OLS). Given a Cartesian

plane with a plot of data such as that shown in Figure
2.3, OLS fits a straight line with constant terms of

"al"--- the intercept -- and "a2" -- the slope. This

OLS line provides the best fit to the data because it

minimizes the sum of the squared discrepancies from the
line. A-single discrepancy or error is defined as the

distance between an observed point in the plane and the

58 11

line,.perpendicular to the horizontal axis £ Wonnacott

and Wonnacott, 1972).

Figure 2.3 An dx le o an Ordinary Least
Squar Regression Line.

Some hard to resolve statistical problems occur

because we must statistically explain a given mobili-

zation level in terms of a preceding mobilization level.

Our discussion ignores these problems; the scope of

such a consideration would go beyond the bounds set

here. This example is aimed at 'showing the appli'cation

of the model to'an actual mobilization process rather

than producing accurate, unbiased coefficient estimates.

OLS was used to estimate the coefficients in the

following model:

(19) Mt +l

where:

a
2
M

t .

M
t
= the proportion of Lake County adults

voting for the Democratic presidential

eandilate, in year "t"

t = 1920, 1924, .,., 1964

t+1 = 1924 1928.., 1968.

1-*

3

3
See Hibbs (197y) for a consideration qtittese problems.

12
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The resulting OLS estimates are .14 for "$1" and .6.2 for
4

"a "
2

3.2 Estimating the Model Parameters

'While calculating the values for "al" and "a2" on

the basis of "g", "f", and "L" was a simple task, the

reverse is not so easily accomplished. As Equations (7)

and (8) show,.three unknown values must be defined on

the basis of only two known values. This is an impossible

undertaking-.unless an additional constraint can be

imposed upon one of the three parameters. The model

parameters, however, were chosen and defined to provide

a descriptive representation of the mobilization process.
Therefore, we can introduce some additional constraints

orderupon the parameters in to insure their descriptive
adequacy.

Several reasonable restrictions can, be imposed von
the three krameters. They are the following:

(20) : 0 < L < 1

(21) 0 < g < 1

(22) 0 < f <-1.

The restriction contained in inequality (20) is basted on
the assertion that at least some subset of the adult

population is potentially susceptible to party recruit-

ment efforts, but the subset cannot equal or exceed the

4
The Bureau of the Census issues population counts every ten years.
Therefore, adult population estimates for elections occurring
between cens't.is counts were derived using a simple technique of
linear interpolation. For example, the 1924 estimate was derived
as follows:

A
1924

A
1920

+ 4(A 1930 - A
1920

)/10.

A
x symbolizes the number of adults living in LakeCounty during

year "x". In this example an estimate for 1924
i derived from

census figures for 1920 and 1930'.

13
.0

size of the adult population. The'second and third

restrictions (inequalities 21 ipd 22) are based on the
previoisly discussed implaus0114y of negative losses

and gains and the fact that losses and gains cannot

exceed the size of the relevant poptiatdons. A negative
loss would be a gain, but it is impo'ssible to recruit

those parts of the population which are already mobilized.

Similarly, a negative gain would constitute a loss; but

a party cannot lose supporters it dogs not already!.ihave.

Finally, it would be impossible to Joe or gain more
than that part of the pOpulation which is eli.gible to

q

be lost or
,

gained. A perfect pin or loss Vate of

either zero or one might be conceivable, but the pos-
sibility is sufficiently remote to fUstify.the restric-
tions.

Equation (7) can easily be rearranged to result
in (a

1
/g + L). Therefore, using the right side of

inequality (20) ,

(23) a
1
/g.< 1 or a

1
< g.

Slight manipulation of Equation (8) results in
= 1 ='g --a2). Substituting this equality into

the left side of inequality (17) produces:

(24) 0 < 1 g -a2 or g < 1 a2.

"g" lies in the 'interval bounded by "al" and
"1 a

2 " which is shown in the number ine representation
of Figure 2.4. Lacking better information it is

10

"g" lies in this interval

Figure 2.4 'Interval within which the estimate for."9"
lies (al < g. <1 -- a2).

14



reasonable to suppose that "g" lies in the middle of
the interval. This assumption results in the following
.constraint:

(25) -g = al + ((1 al - a2)/2).

The assution that "g" lies in the middle of the

Interval bounded by "all' and "1 - a2" is more than a
blind guess. If we assume that a normal distriby

of estimates exists within the interval, then the

probability et choosing an accurate estimate for "g"

Is enhanced by picking the midpoint (see the bell-shaped
probability distribution of Figure 2.5). Multiple

Piguo>2.5 Probability distribution for the estimates
of "g", assuming that the estimates fdr the
parameter are normally distributed within
the interval.

estimates exist for "g "land for the other parameters
because our choice of time points and elections is
only a sampling from a univrse of mobilization-levels.

For example, we can choo'se off-year or presidential-.

year elections, and we have a variety of elections-to
choose from for a given series of years. Therefore,
the resulting parameters are estimates of the "true"
underlying parameters.

In most instances the interval bounded by "al"
and "1 - a2": will be small making the assumption a

15
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fairly safe one. We Ahould, however, be sensitive to two

potential problems. First, "al" must obviously be less
than "1 a2". Second, if "a2" is negative, "1 a2" is

greater than -one. This means that the interval may be

significantly larger, depending upon "al", than if "a2"

was positive,

Exercise 7

Using the estimates for Erie Cgunty, What interval does "g"

lie within?

an,

:(r4

^ The three model parameters can be estimated using

the following system of equations and the OLS estimates
for "a

1
" and "a2 ".

g = al + ((1 al -.a2)/2)

(26) f = 1 - a2 - g

410
L = al /g.

3.3 Applying the Model to Lake County

. Based on this system of equations, the following

Lake County estimates are obtained for the parameters
of the mobilization model..

g = .26

(27) f = .12

L = .54.

The parameter estimates suggest that the Democrats'

recruitment rate has been over twice as large as their
defection' rate. Only- slightlymore than half of the

population, however, appears susceptible to party
recruitment efforts.

Two Democratic mobilization paths are shown for,
Lake County in Figure 2.0i the observed sequence of

16
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mobilization levels and the difference equation path
generated with 1920 as the initial mobilization levelco

and the above parameter estimates. The difference

equation representation of the process ismonotone
increasina,sequence which converges toward a limit
(M*) of .37. There are, however, observed mobilization
levels which lie above the limit. This fact is notsiD

8 troublesoMe if we (1)view the model parameters as being
constant factors operating throughout the period and
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appear somewhat low. Only 54 percent o the population
C

-701 w &
c is susceptible tlt the Demo,.ratic Party's recruitment .O

o c efforts and the mobilization-process converges towardro

4100t, a level where only 37 percent of'the population is

(2) treat discrepancies from the difference equation
path as deviations due to irregular factors not included
in the model. For example, the path based upon the same
model parameters with the 1960 mobilization level as
its initial condition converges toward the same Limit,
but it would be monotone decreasing sequence.

-0 mobilized in support of the Democratic Party. fie level
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b of mobilizhtion, however, is defined_tothp balWof all,.4) 73 n3- roN.:'
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0
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t
01
.... 0 weakness these two estimates -- "L" and "M*" -: give,

=
witness to the strength of the Democratic Party in Lake
County.
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Exercise 8

Since .we did not constrain the jtatietical estimation of "a2"

what would you hale conclude if the estimate for, '1a2" had been

greater than 1 or less than -1? -

4. SUMMARY

This unit, and Unit 297, The Dynamics of Political
Mobilization: I, have shown several things. Pcilitipl

events can profitably be. viewed as being interdependent
across time. 'The past is related to the present, and

both are therefore related to the luture. In particular,

political mobilization is a procesS,ratherthan a series
of discrete events.

Predictions can be made regarding the outcomie and

/ behavior of a political mobilization process on` the

basis of a simple mathematical model. The limit of the
process can be determined, and the Oscillatory or mono-
tonic progress of the path can be specified. The model
can be used to simulate mobilization processes or to

analyze processes which have occurred in the past.

Finally, similar.mobilization processes have

different consequenes for political parties. of different
sizes. Two,parties with the same recruitment limits

,* and recruitment and defection rates also have the same

mobilization limits regardless oftheir n4tial mobili-
zation levels. Therefore, the same proce'sses can result
in a net gain for lane paety.and a net loss for another.

C6 t
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S. ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. (a) first

(b) first

(c) third

(d) second

(c)

3.
I

a,(1 + a2 + a22 + + aVt

4. 'Yes. If (Xt+1 = al +,a2Xti, then(Xt = -a1 /a2 + 1/a2 Xt+1).

Therefore, tl)e difference equation must be solved in reverse

direction where: t = 38, 37, 36, ... 1, O.

5. We can predict (1) whether the sequence' has a limit or an

equilibrium,/ (2) what the limit is, and (3) -how the sequence

will approach the outcome, i.e., divergence or convergence. -

We cannot predict whether a monotone sequence will be

increasing or idecreasingy
t .

6. A sequence is oscillatory whenever the sumof (g + f).is

greater than one.

7. .14 < g < .38.

8. One appropriate conclusion would be that the model provides

implausible results. That is for these data and this

mobilization process, the model is inadequate.

-1
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1. lilt MOD' 1.

1.1 Introduction

Popular support for a president is often taken as

a convenient, if somewhat crude, indication of the fate

of an administration and some Of its major policies.

1.or one thing, presidents who are facing a second

election cannot afford to incur too much public wrath.

Su.11 president- are theretore likely to exhibit some

sensitil.it% to poll results. But the president is not

the 2111, one who is concerned about the results of

popularity poll,. Public support for a president also

seems to carry ol.er to popular opinion about the a4imin-

istration and the political party of the president.

the president's party, for example, does considerably

better in congressional elections if the president

has managed to gain a.large amount of public support

at the time of the election. Thus, congressmen facing

re-election and potential future congressmen are also

concerned about a president's success in winning

popular support.

President \ixoh's popularity ratings, prior to

his resignation in 19-4, illustrate the relevance of

public opinion for anal'ses of presidential politics.

Table 1 clearly indicates that Nixon's popularity

plummeted throughout 19-3. By the beginning of 1974,

his ratings had tapered off to a loti of about 25 of

the population approving of the way sixon handled the

presidency. By the time of his resignation, then,

Nixon had moed from being a highly popular president

to being a most unpopular one.

, lhe fatC of Nixon's administration is, of course,

an extreme example. Most presidents do /lot suffer a

scandal of hatergate proportions, nor do most resign-

from office. Neertheless, Nixon's decline in popularity

1
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TABU- 1

Trend in \ix'on'-, Popularity, 19'3.-19-74

e

Approve Disapprove

January, 1973 682, 25'2,

February 65. 25

March 59 32'

April 48 40

May ,44 45

June 45 45

July 40 49

August 38 54

September " 32 59

October 27 60

November 27 6.3

December 29 60

January, 1974 26 64 i

February 25 64

March 26 65

April 26 65

May 28 61

June 26 61

Source: Gallup Opinion Index

is not as unusual as it might appear at first glance.

Presidents typically find that their public support

decreases throughout the course of their term in

office. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon for

some recent presidents. Clearly, Nixon's fate at

the polls was not peculiai; in fact, presidents

are generally unable to maintain the kind of popular

support thpy enjoyed at the beginning of their

presidentjal term.

From one,point of view, this phenomewni is quite

surprising. After all, different presidents pursue
2
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\

0 1 2

Years in office

Figure 1. Trends in Presidential Popularity

Source; Gallup Opinion Index ---

Key: Johnson, January 1965 - 4ugust 1968
Truman, January 1949 November 1952

3

different policies and these policies appeal to some

people and alienate others. The notion that presidents

deliberately pursue policies that offend increasingly

large segments of the population seems absurd in a

country where politicians depend on puplic support to

gain access to their office., BOW Oesidents do not

systematically pursue policies that offend increasing

numbers of people, why does popular support for a

president decline over time?



possible explanation links this phenomenon to

the nature of U.S. electoral politics. 1 Prior to ano

election, presidents campaign vigorously as they seek

to mobilize support for their candidacy. However,

once in office, a president has far less time and

opportunity to engage in the extraordinary kinds

of mobilization efforts that are typical of campaign
periods. It is therefore possible that a president

will begin each term with an unusually high level of
support. After all, in most cases a victorious presi-

dent lids managed to win a majority of the popular vote.
Ind, in the general excitement following the election,

the president may well pick up some additional good

will from others in the country.

As the excitement of a campaign dies down, and

politics take on a more normal aspect, the commitment

to a particular president that was elicited dLiring

the campaign and its aftermath probably weakens for

many people. The preident will lose some supporters

if he pursues policies'thlt are disagreeable to them

or/ is generally unable to maintain the Kind of economic

and political conditions his Apporters expect to
obtain. On the other hand, the president is likely

to gain some supporters from people who benefit from

his policies or who simply find that things are cone
siderably,better than they expected them to be. The

balance between loss of s'upportiand gain of new adher

entr will determine changes in A president's popularity

offer time. Of course:there is no necessary reason

why this balance should wind up on the negative side

For further discussion of this issue see John E. Mu ler,
Wars, Presidents and Public Opinion (New York: Johnll'. :

1973). The model presented, here was originally develo
by Jcit:n Sprague and used to study public opionon by G.

Boynton, "Sources of Change in Confidence and Trust in
ment," paper presented at the. 1974 Annual Meeting of the
American Political Science Association, Chicago, Illinois,
August 29 September 2, 1974. 4



ff.)i most presidents. But if it is true that some of

the initial support a presidc%t receites is artificial y.

high, in the sense that it stems Crom campaign per-

formances or even from an initial extraordinary effort/

to in public' support, then it is lik.ely that a: the

campaign dies down the president will find himself losing

more supporters than he gains adherents.

Inc phenomenon of decreasing presidential support,

then, may he explicahie without positing the existence

of callous presidents who fail to maintain support

because they, arc totall> contemptuous of pubjic opinion.

But ii it is true that the loss of presidential popularity.

can he attrih

)
ted to the unusually high support levels

.generated h, campaigns which subsequently decrease to...00

more normal levels that are dejermined by the general

attitudes of the population, presidential policies,

and existing political and economic conditions, then

seteral questiolys remain to he answered. For oRe thing,

while it may be plausible to suppose(that in a two

party s>stem initial support fol a president will be

unusually high, it is also plausible to suppose that

not all presidents will suffer a loss of support or,

at least, that,not all presidents will suffer a loss

of support to the same degree. hhat, then, determines

how much support a president lases during his term in......

office' Can presidents ever gaili support over the

course of their incumbency' If so, under what conditions?

Then, too, there is the question of what constitutes '

"normal" support let,els. If presidential support /

decreases to some normal level, what determines how

high this flevel will e' How fast do the 'effects of

the campaign wear off so that this level is approached?

Do all presidents have some normal support level, or do

some generate such controversy that their support fluc-

tuates wildly over time' If support can fluctuate

wildly, under what cIrcumstances would it he likely
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to'do so' Are these circumstances likely to occur in

the context of American politics'

A simple model of presidential popularity may he

helpful in answering these and other questions. the

model that is presented in Sectiory 2 is undoubtedly

a highly simplified representation of the realities

of American politics. As such, it cannot hope to

capture all of the complexities involved in public

opinion about an incumbent president. Neverthelss,

in many circumstances the model provides a close enough

approximatioh to actual conditions that it can help us

understand why, in ri democratic political process, so

many presidents- generate a trend of increasing political

difsaffection with their administration.
/

1.2 A Model of Presidential Popularity

A simple model of the way in which support for a

president changes over time can be formulated by noting

that there are only two ways in which the level of

support can possibly change: 1) people who had pre-

viously supported the president withdraw their support

or 2) people who had previously not supported the

president change to a position of support for the

president. Thus; if we know the level of support

for a president at any time, we will know the level

of support he will receive the next time is populrity

is measured if we know how many of his p evious sup-

porters withdrew their support and how many new

supporters he acquired in the interim period.

To formalize these ideas,.let us suppose that/a

president's poptIlarity is measured in equally spZced

time inter\rals. Thus,.we might have weekly or monthly

or bimorithly information about the proportion of adults

who curr/ntly approve of the way a given president is

handling his job. This proportion will be represented

4 4 78
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t

and called the ' . ,f ,rt dt t t.

IhAs, the uippoit level is gi%en -1)) the formula

adult who apploeof the _president at time t

total adult population at time t

Sinoe the proportion of adult-, supporting the president

is measured in equal') spaced time intervals, we can

represent successive time periods by successive non-

negati,e integers. for mimple,6 if monthly data on

presidential popularity ratings were available for

lanuar through .1)eoember, we could treat January, the

initial time for which data are available as t= 0.

februar,, would then correspond to the time t = 1, March

would he represented by to 2, and December by t= 11.

The proportion of adults who support the president in

July, in this example, would beS6.

Change in the level of support accorded a president

between any two successive time periods can he repre-

sented as :5t. 'Thus, '

(2.1)
t

= S
t+1

S.

for example, using the monthly data from January to

December outlined in the previous paragraph, 11S8 = S9 S8

would he the change in presidential support levels

between, September and October.

Exercise I

Suppose presidential popularity were measured in weekly
4

intervals between/January 1 and December 31, with t =0 for the

first week in January. Assume 4 weeks to the month. How could

you represent

NO) the results obtained/in the .third week of January?

b) the results obtained in the first week in March?

c) the 'difference in popularity between the second and

third weeks in February?

7



pith this notation in mind, we4can begin to formalize

the ideas introduced at the beginning of this section.

Since St represents the proportidn of adults who support

the president at t, the quantity (1 -St) will represent

the proportion crf adults who do not support the piesident

at t, either be'cause they disapprove of him Or because

the have no opinions or are indifferent on the issue.

the reason for measurin St as a Arrcperti;n of tAezadult

population supporting a president, rather than the absolute

number of people supporting the president, is that the

proportion measure allol,slanQ.asy alternative interpre-

tation of s
t'

It 1,, the al.erage probability that an

adult will support a given president at time t, in the

following st!nse. If SI =0.0 (6C of adults approve of

the president) we might say that the average probability

that an adult supported the president a,the first dime

period was u.6. sinilat1), the a.),erage probability that

an adult did not support the president in this instance

would he 0.1.

Change in the average probability tliatan adult

will support the president depends on the balance between

the probability that the president loses support and,the

probabilit), that the president gains support. Let f-

represent the probability that a person 'who supports

the president will withdraw his or her support by the

next time period. he amount of support the president

however, also depends-on the amount of,support

he has. If there 15 a 10°,, chance that the president

i,111.1ose a supporter -between 4i,o successive time

periods, and if he IS, sqiiiponted by 96% of the population

at the first time p6rrOd.,- then the total loss of,support

he'can expect to nbceive at the second time period will

be 10,1)(O.Q1 = 0.09. that is the president would only

tcCAIn a 0.3l lee; of support if he gained no new adhler-

ents. If, on t.he other hand, the probability that a

supiiorter defects fs 0.1, but only one half of the

8
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. population supports the president, the loss of support,

in else absence of gains of new adherents, would be

(o.1)10.S) 0.0S. the probabiljt of loss from time t

to time t+ I is the probability of loss give'n-that

someone is a supporter at time t, times the probability

that someone is a supporter at time t. The quantity
fSt is the proportion of adults who withdraw their

support from one time period to the next, a measure
which can he interpreted "tts the kobability of loss

)

from time t to time t 1.

Similarly, let g he the average probabilit% that

a person who does not support the Tresident at some

time will switch his or her view to support the press-

derilby the next time period measured. The quantity

g i, thus-the rate of gain in support enjoyed by a

president. rhe probability of gaininglylew adherents

is given by the quantity g(1 St); alterETtively,
g(1 St) represents the proportionate gain in supporters

between two successive time periods.

Since change in the support for a president depends

on the balance between losses of and gains in support,

a simple equation for the changes in presidential

popularity that occur over the course of a presidential
term can now he formulated. A

(2.2) St = -fS
t

+ g(1 -S
t
).

!his equation simply states thatichanges in the level

of support for a president between two_ successive' time

periods can-be found bcasubracting losses of support

(the proportion pf adulS who withdraw support) filom

gains in support (the proportion of previous noh-

supporters who begin to support the president). Note,-
though, that the probability,,f thatta supporter with-

drawssupport and the probability g that a non-supporter

becomes a new adherent are assumed to remain constant

f

0;)

9



throughout the Utiise of any presidential term. lhat

is, neither t nor g is treated.as a variable that

changes oyer time. If we have monthly data forsome ,

president's term in office on presidential popularity

ratings, the'model assumes that both the loss rate

and the gain rate will he the same for any two

successive months in the term.

Clearly, 'the.assumption that f and g are constant

in,any given presidential tern is, an oversimplified

representation of reality. \ president who ends an

unpopular war might expect a large gain in support

at the time he takes this action. If the press discoYers

that a president has taken bribes from major corpora-

tions, the president. could expect unusually high losses

of support when the information was made public. t The

probability that a supporter withdraws support or that

a non-supporter begins to offer support, an short,

depend' on what is happening at the time, and social,

poli tical, and economic conditions that affect these

probabqities do change over time:

Nevertheless, the examples' mentioned above are

highly unusual. Presidents rarely end . unpopular wars

or get caught taking bribes. Political life.is usullry

considerably duller than that. In most periods, some

people are hurt by changing political and economic

circumstances, others are helped by these circumstances,

and most are not noticeablyaffeced. While some

variation in loss and gain rates occur during-a presi,

dential term, the huge changes that could be expected

as a result of ending an unpopular war or being caught

in a major scandal are probably- rare.' Thus, even though

thb assumption of a constant loss rate and a constant

gain rate' is viola 'ted in

j
read- life, there are probably
.

many times for which this assumption approximates

political realities. The model, in short, rill probably

00



al

a.
not ar,le to predi,t all o( the variations' in support

ratings that o,,ur during a presidential term because

It tails to in.orporate all of the factors that cause

,hort term ,hinges in losses and gains of support for

a.'pre,i4eht. However, it these short-run of

1.1riatin are minor, as ,umpired v.itt%1 longer-run

tenden.les, the model should he 'able to explain and

4,n(ral tienos in presidential popularity.

vL,,nd i,,uTption that is implicit the mode,

,an ,dititd to pride e 'heater approximation to

it,,a1 %ott,e that the loss rate, t,

Vte, onl% err uirent supporters a representation

that is eminentl\r reasonable since no president can

lose more support than he has. On the other hand, the

lain rate, g, operates on non-supporters. That

is, el.erone wha,does not support the'president is

viewed as a potential future supporter. This assumption

is probably less reasonable. Table 2, which gives

the range of support reLell.ed by some recent presidents,

indiLates that no presiderillis -likely to ever have

loo; of the population supporting him. At least, no

resent president has managed to in as puch aka 90%

The Range

Preiden.t

lABLE 2

Popularity

% of Approval Received

of Presidential

Range of

Ford 37% 71%

Nixon 24% 68%

Johnson 35% 80%

Kennedy 57% 83%

Truman 23% - 87%-

Source: Gallup Opinion Surveys

83
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appre%,a1 rate. Ihi, 1, n,t ,U/1,11-1.!N Ihc1(

,ot,,e people ,1,o

pre,identhe,Vu,t the,' ate un,hakahle ,uppettel,.

tt,L, 0;Th,,Ition patt\, el hutall,c the,.' ate :di MO:::

radial in tb4(r political view, than ;(1vsij(..nt

w,u1,1 he, or hetati,e the\ lefu,e,to ,uppett an%

pre,Idert on ldio,%nt_tatit.,ground-. let crest ple,1-

dent', then, the pool ot potential ,upportet, sill he
le-- than 1,,c, of the population,.

the,c \.on,:deratt,'n, t.dn he in,:orp,rated

the model et ple,idcntial popdlartt,t h) introducing
an stn; -;.r limit I to t'te 11-onettion ot adult she nit

poten.riall% applate sr Ihts can Ue ,Igne
))), 'assuming that the proportion of adult, aN,T2.451e

tO switch their support to the president at time ,t is

not it S
t

I the full proportion of non supporting;

-- but only (L -St). for some L < 1. thus,

instead *of writing

)2.2) SI = -fSt *

we write

(2.3) :.St = -fS
t

g( St).

This modification leaes us-with a model that is

still a very simple-representation of the process

generating pOlitical support for a president during

his term in office. However, the simplicity of the

model is somewhat deceiving. 'Simple as it is, the

model is still powerful enough to generate plausible

answers to many ofthe substantive questions about

declining presidential support levels that were raised
at the end of the last section. Using the model to

geaerate these answers, thoUgh, requires some mathe-

matical manipulation of the model to extract the 1.arious

consequences that fkllow from the assumptions embodied

12
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in the model: The preliminary Manipulation required

fOr further analysis is presented in Section 3.

1.3 Change in the Level of Su t over Time,

The model of changes in public upport fox
presidents that was developed in the ast section

_allows us, to calculate the levels' of ublic support
for a president, once the. gain rate g, the loss rate f,

the upper limit L on support, and the initial level of

support So for a president are known. To see this,

recall that the modelstates that changes in popular
support follow the law

(3.1) ASt = -fSt + g(L - St).

Suppose we know the initial level of support, So,
as 1..4311 as the values of f, g, and L. Then we can

calculate the level of support the president will
receive at the following time period, SI:

(3.2) ASS = S
1

S
G

= -fS
0
+ g(L-S

0
), 4

(3.3) SI = So - fS0 + g(L - S0).

After some simple algebraic manipulation, (3.3) becomes

(3.4) Sl = (I f-g)S0 + gL,

If the values of S
1
can be calcUlated, then

so can the value of S2. For, -

(3.5) ' AS1 = S2 - SI = -fS1 + g(t - S1);

S, = SI fSi + g(L SI),

(3.6) 52 = (1 :f-g)Si + gL.

When f, g, t, and SI are known, it is a simple matter to
.

compute the value of S2.

13
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In a similar fashion, it is easy to show that

(3.7) S3 = (1 f - g)S, + gL. .

And, in general,

(3.8) st, (1 f g)st
gL.

\Thus, if w.e know the values of the parameters f, g,

and L, and the initial level of support, So, all sub-

sequent levels of support can be generated by simple

calculation.

Exercise,2

Suppose you are given the following parameter values:

f = 0.05, g = 0.15, L = 0.8. Cajculate the value's of SI through

S
10

for an initial condition S
0

= 0.8.

(People without cal-ulators will find it easier to gel approximate

results by rounding to two significant figures at each step.

Graph your results. What is happerking to support levels?

1.4 The Impa..t of the Initial level of Support

We can even develop a formula that will

allow us to calculate the, level of siipport at any time,

S
t'

from the value of the initial support levd1 and

the values of the parameters f; g, and L. To see this,

note that since

-

(4.1)

and

(4.2)

S1
(F. f g)so 0-

S, = (1 f - g)S1 + gL,

then by subs,tituting Equation 4.1 into Equation 4.2,,

we have

1
S

c5.

14



S, = 11 - f - g)[(1 f g)S0 + + gL.

After rearranging terms,

(4.3) S, = (1 f g)2S0 gL[1 + el f g)].

Similarly, since

(4,4) S-7 = (1 f g)S, *

we can calculate S.
3
directly from So by substituting

Equation 4.3 into Equation 4.4. Specificrally,

S3 = (1 I - g)1 1 f g)2S0 + gL[1 + (1 -

Ind, after rearranging terms,

) r +

14.S) S3 = (1 f g) 3S0 + gL[ 1 + (1 f g) + (1 - f g) 2].

If we perform the same operations to calculate S4 in

terms of So and the paramet ers f, g, and L, we have:

(4.6) S4 = (1 f g) + gL[1 + (1 f - g) + (1 - f - g) 2

ft f g)3],

And, by extending this out as many time period's as

are desired you can see that in general

(4.7) St = (1 f g)tS0 + gL[1 + (1 f g) + (1- f g)2

. . + (1 - f g)t-11'+

While this formula is somewhat cumbersome to use,

it can be shdn to be mathematically equivalent to a some-
what more tractable formuld:?*

S
t
= (I - f-g) (Su fg+

tr'(4.8) L g) +
,L.

Some simple examples indicate that this formula

will generate the same results "generated by the prevaous,
formula. To see this, let us use the formula to derive

2
This is defionstrated in the appendi . See also Samuel Goldberg,
Difference Equations (New York: gile , 1950, pp. 63 - 67.

15
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V

e,(pre,,;ions for si and >:

11 f - gl
gl

f kg) T +g

S1 (1 f g (So + [1 (1 f g)]

= (1 f (s .+ frg+Lg ( f + g )

= (1 f g)S0

which 1,; the result that v.as

S, = (1 f - g)-

obtained before. Similarly,

) gl
frgj frg

S,

S, =

11 f g)`S0 +

(1 f - g)2S0 +

Lg [I f(I - 02]

(2f + 2g f2 2fg)-(gg g2

S, = (1 - f - g)2S0 + gLg (f + (2 fg) - g)

S, = (1 f -g)2S0 gL(2 f- gl,

which was also obtained before (4.3).

1.5 A Numerical Lxample
Iy

fk numerical example may help to illustrate

the use of the formula to predict support levels.

Suppose that for some presidential term parameters

are estimated and the resulting model turns out

eo be, /*

(S.0-1 AS
t

= -0.2St * 0.3(0.8 St). 0 1

Suppose, further, that we know tilat the president

started his term with a support'level of 0.7 (i.e.,

Si) = 0.7), he can generate the levels of subsequent

support predicted by the Model by using the recursive

formula:

Or'

16



(5.:;) St+1 = (1 f-g)St + gL

or by using the general formula'

( .1)
f f + g

3 St = ( r f g;
t

-
_gL

Let usstart with the first formula. Then we have

= ,1 o,i,i0.-) (0 31(0.8)

=
1

+

t.21 P. S9.=

nest time pol4It1 is computed by

S, = ' 0-24

=
. .2; = 0.;55.

If we use the second formula, we have

1nd,

7
s, = .1 . ,,., ,.3p 0..245' 0.24

0 0.5

1

= ,u.7).(0.22) ".48

Si = 0 11 0,48 =

-S, = ,1 0:2 (0.7- 0.48) + 0.4&

S, = 0-151(o.22) + 0.48

S, = oSS + 0.48 = 0.555.

The same results are obtained. Note fairther that s port

for Ifthe president is dOcrea,sing even though the

piohfi'iI t. ,g; of 1%trtning a pew adherent is greater

jhan thc, probability If of losing an old\saipporter.

This is often the case. A president may have a better

chance'of winning new supporters than of losing 041

supporter* and still experience a declining level of

sq,port. This result is explained in Unit 300.

17
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Exercise 3
ti

Consider the graoh you drew for Exercise 2. Can.you tell

why support is declining? Why doesn't support decline all the

way to 0?
4

1.o Conclu.,Ion

It I., hard t9 understand wh,, U.S. presidents seem

o likely to los'e'support during thelriterm in office.

If presidents don't try to offend the public, why has

no recent president managed to gain suppbrt during

his tenure' Ind why do many presidents lose A sub-

stantial amount of support while in office?

To answer this question, we have) developed *a

simple model of the way support for a president'will

change over time. This model' expresses the change

in a president's level of support from ane time to

the next as a function of the balance between the

IoSses he suffers from previous supporters and the

gains he receives from nonsupporters:

ASt = -fSt + g(L - St).

As.was shown above, this model can be used to

predict the level of support a president will receive

over time, once the loss rate, f, the gain rate, g,

the upper limit on support, L, and the initial level

support, So, 're Alf. 11e appropriate formula is w

- .

S = (1 - f - g)t [S
gL

t
t.,gg) +

Since we have not yet analyzed the model, %;

cannot draw many conclusions from it. However, eveh

at this stage one important conclusion can be drawn:

a president may have a greater chance of gaining new

supporters than pf losing old supporters and stiZl
18
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. 1o1 ,a1, t hi ,

hipikn ILAcr,r,, L1, Arj the phcnoricnon ,an be tra,cd to

ti,. qa,r ft) It thL quaPtItL [1-1 git rn the fo/aula for

1---,t dLL.:ea-c, In ,l-p v,t0, 111,1,a,Ing t no matter L,111kh of

tta. pr.sha',Illtrc, t and g 1, larger. !he only time

11 t tall, t, approa,h 0 1,1th /nclea,Ing t 1, Aen

t ind .. iro hot .1 or hoth 1. Ihu, a pre,ident1:-. lo,e

o t -,,,: r-rt 1- not Ill,t,,a1 II% 4tie to the fact that he

rr, t zit-- u, d 1,c11... IL , that all cna t e Irran, ,people. The

11, IL , 11, ptir,,it , n t k.. "trite popular , in the ,en,e

thit ,it gain ne,... .ulport At a higher rat( thail,he lo,cs

11 --aaport.

a
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u\11_ iuu

(+\,(111:,1}\_,

c,t 1tinllhrtton level of ',up") o it
In the preeding unit, the expression

tit
= -ttit + gII

ias pi esented as a di ipt ion of Jiang ing pre,iJcntlal

support letel, eve! the Louise of a president's term

in otti,e this ilwition he ustd to genciato

of -'1:ptft for 1.11

the tormul.i

t g)
t 1

Sst = f 1

0
b

f + gj I + g

Thus, for given values of the pariameter, f, g, and L,

and a given initial rend of support', S0, se can,

analyse that happens to presidential support levels

over time.

Let us first consider the quantity l f -
t

as. It changes over time. ,Note, first s?f al.1, that if

the quantity (1 f g) is g.Teater than -1 but less

than 1 occur" if the s1fm of f And g is

-bet)%een 0 and 2 then the term (1 - f g)t v.111

decrease over time. This occurs because fractions

decrease .v.hen raised to higher powers. lor example,

(1),

i3)

Y19
%Jove

I

2(4
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Similarly,

(2),
r3j

121' 8
=

(2)" lb

(5-J

f2l5 32

1n-fact, oi,er a 7,'ery long time period the term

'(1 f g1t will eventually ,approach 0 if (1 f g)

between -1 and 1. , for example, is equal to
1

-- a number which is slightly less than 0.001,
1024' (015
whereas is equal to 7-7-6--, a number which is

about 0.00403:

The term,

S0
g

on.the other hand, is simply the,difference between

two constants. and as-such will remain Constant over

time. thus, the entire quantity represented by

(1
g)tri

0 f + gti

is the product of one term which decreases over time

(so long as (1 f g) is between' -1 and +1) and

another that stays constant,over time. THig product,

then, i.r11 always decrease over time. As an

tration, considCr the changes in he quantity lt(0.7)

over time.

A 11
17)

(0 .7) - 0.35

(1) 2
1-sj (O..) = 0,175

2-1



11'
,(1.7) = 11.118,

i0.7) = 0.010').

F.)lor this exzemple, not only is the prodct of these

two terms approaching /t is approaching it ver>

rapidly. If this model is applied to monthl data,

the example above indicates that within st\ months

the product

ig
(1 f gytiS

L ],( 0 + g

contributes virtually nothing to the level of St.

Of course, if different values of the parameters and

initial support levelti are used, the impact of these

'twobterms mAight not diminish so quickly. ) But as long

as the quantity (1 f g) is greater than -1 but

less than +1, the produCt (1 f g)t[S0 ( .!-g) will

become smaller over time and will eventually approach

zero.

This means,, though, that eventually the value of

S
t

will be determined almost exclusively by tht value

of rg
L
g . lo see this, note that if

Si = (1 f g) So r+

and the quantity

.g)t[so ?g,Lg]

.11qs

becomes very small, then.the value of St will be almost

equal to that of rg,
1.

Furthermore, since (1 f-g) t

isif getting smaller and smaller over time, St.is getting

closer and closer to the value of
Lg

throughout the

22
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pres.ident ial term. Ise are thus let t with a very
tant cone lu,ion - - att'r

0. Of .314 ort,
I . "zr ;..'

i, '""2,4 n.:7'./ 3 or
: a ; lent

let u on idet thi,t normal let el of i.upport more
-1o,e1,. since 1 repre,en-t, the upper 1 unit of poten-
tial ,urpoiteiN, oi the Md\1MUM proportion of the
a.lul t ptTulat;ion a preNident could ever hope to hate
,uppoit 111111, it 1, t_ei tainit not possible for the
normal tete], of support to bt.,.abote 1.. In fact, in
most vse.ould expect the normal level of support,
to he ton;aderably below L. Hoi, far below L the normal
level of 4Ort will be shoul4 depend on the relative,

rfr',I:es 'of the probabilutv that tie president 'gains new
-,upporter-; and the prob'abi 1 ity that the pris 'dent ''lo'ses
old supporter,.. ihve quantity Indicates that theg
normal let el of support will be some fraction, (giVen

re;:_i ) of L. This fraction is determined by ttie
size of the gain rate relat-ive to that of the total
change (gain plus loss) rate. It is concekvable,
arthough hardly likely-,"that this fraction willbe
equal .to 1. and,, thus the notmal leve1 of support will
4 .

r equal- the upper rimit, on ;upport. In most cases,
though, pres iden'ts some support during
their term in off ice. Hence f will be greater than -

zpro and the normal leVel of support will be below,
the upper limit,

The tendency of the vel of support to approach
a normal level that 14, d ermined by the upper limit
on support and the relative size of the gain rate
(i.e., Jf is hi:lilted to the.case where' the

'1

23
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quantity (1 -e-'g) is greater than -1 hut less than 1.

For our purpose;', though, this limitation, is not,1:ery

restrictive. Recall that f repiesen;''s the probability.

that a supporter Hill del'ect'in the interimblheen

two periods hhen support is mepsured, 'and Orepr.esents"'

the probability that a non-supporter hill begin to
I

support the president during the same interval. But

probabilities can never he lesi; than zero'(since a

probability Cf zero means that there is no chalice of .

so2 mething happening) of greater than 1 (since a

probability of'onepeans that the eient hill alhays

occur). Thus, neither f nor g can take on negative

values, nor can either take on avalue that is greater 4

than one.
a -

This restriction on the value of 1. and g implies

that, in virtually 'all cases, \the quantity (1 f-'''g)

will be greater than -1 but le\ s than 1. Therefore)

in virtually all cases the ley 1 'of support will,

over the course of a presidentinl term, ap'oach

its normal level. ,To see this, note that if f and 4

g are each greater, than zero but les than one, the
-;-'

condition that (1 f g) is Brea er than -1,bui less '-

than 1 is automatically fulfillediy For if.

: \ ..

0 < f < 1,

and p ;

0'< g <

then

and

0 < + gok.f'2

-2 < -f g 0

which means that

-1 < 1 - f - g < 1.

4

It
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4 J

,

Thlis
! the only cases 1:o he'd to consider as'

.

exceptions to the restriction that (1

between -1 and I are the two extreme cases ishete

eitheT f and g are both :ero or f and g are both one.

Although nen.t-her

i

,of these cases Fs likelto occur in
.

practice, it s instrucLive to consider what mould

happen were one or the other to occur. Suppose,
first f that f and g viere both equal to O. This

would Mean that the presider never loses any sup-
.

port not gain's any new support. Hence; his lexel of

support should never change. he will zilt.ys receive

%NhateNer support he recoiled 141tialiy. and his is

exactly what'the 'model predicts i.ould.occur. For if

Candeg are zero, then (1: f g) is equal to 1 and

St = (1)t[So

and, since (1)t is always 1, A

S
t
= S 1

If, on the other hand, f and g are both 1, the;

president loes all supporters hellad the previou,s

time period, and gains all of the potential supporter

he failed to win:over the previous time. Unless the
o proportion of supporters exactly quals the proportion

of potential non-suporters, his revel of support will

'always fluctuate as 'all supporters:shi.ft to non

supporters'and, all potential non-suppOrters shift to

supporters, and the situation swings back again. And

this is what the model would prodrct. For if f and

g are both 1, the quantity (1 -f g) will be equal-to
-1. The quantity (1 - f - g)t will thus ,be equal to -1

if t', is an odd number, and 1 if t is even.

then, St = So. At the next time period,

:# (

S
t

( 1 ) I S
o

rgi +
L

+ g +

-
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(

which mill be followed by..2 level of support equal to

S2 (1) f S0
' S2 '

S0.

and the ,level of support will contanue to fluctuate

between these two levels.
.4 I I

We are thus left udiththe conclusion that in

iirtually all -7.24ums,tance$, the level of s±4ATt.
.

received by a president will chqnge over time'so

as to approach the nortal level of 'support.Jetermined

by f11=g In extreme cases, howver, the leveZ of
+

support exacZ,; equalto the initia. leveZ

of support- or-will !luctuate between this level and

the lever of App'ort received in the period immedia-

tely folldwi.ng.the initial one.

...4 2,2 App aches fo the, Fqui1ibrigim Level I)? Support A
. t.

, A 1 ''-'4"-31

o

r q 4.'
.

.
,1., T e way in

.,%

whici levels of support approxch the, ' .1
4

s'.., ...- Tqu5.11.briutrl'One waY,A,A1-y'consIde/lablv_. ''SupPo'se, AHirst ' 4
. ,

. I. "e.f.q1 ,-tlat f-zevid :g arejfhit. tLy'lBw.,;.in particui r, .

... is
diat ; .,""

.

., .

f +g3 < . 1 - . .. 4

.r.rs, %

This means that

44,60 a < 1,- f.
.

-- '. <

./... 4

Since fis the pl-ohability that a squor.ter will- .

detect, (1, - f,) is die probability that a supporter
_.

.

A will continue tb support the president; 1.e.,.(1 - f) .

is the pateat.which support is retained. '.Ihe con-
.

^ 4 .

A

'dition we 'are investigating, then,; is one,in which

'the presiden -is more likely to retain support than
f

to gain new support, This situation should be 'fair ly

stable, 1:h the sense that chang4,should berelatively

slow and smooth and wild fluctua4ions should not occur.,

7--

.

II
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If g < 1 - f, then the quantity (1 - f Tg)will
t be less qan. 1, but greater than zero (so long, of

...

curse, as f and g are not both equal to zero).

Singe (1 -f,- gj is tjus a positive fraction, the

quantity (1 - g)t will also always be positive,'

although it 1g1 decrease as t gets larger. Consider

;what happens to the level of support)over time:

St ( 1 - f g)
t

ig+Lg + .

If the initial level of support is above normal, so

So > f-g+Lg

then the entire cfuantity

.'f.
rU

,

-

will always-be greater thfiji zero. This means that -

S
t
"will always be above EL However, eve? time .f+g ;

*the quantity (1 - -'g)t willcline and so will the
1 ...

product (1 - f - g)t [So fi3L

g

). This product; ---"*.-4--,
.-,

+then, will atid less and less, to ---- Thus, St, '
f

g

+L
.

g .

gLwill always be greater than f+ but over time it i-

will come closer and closer to the value of gl 4
f+g

. - This situation is depicted in Figure 1.

. Figure 2 illustrates the case whre g < 1,- £
, .

as' binitial levelbefore, but the il of support -is elow

4

I

normal. In ihis'case, -

50 < eg+L
. g

and // 4

So To= < 0.

Since (1- f - g)t is still a decreasing Dsitive

number as t gets larger, but (So --TELg now

negative, the product of the two will ,always be

93
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1

0

aa
gl

f + g

Time

Figure 1. Change in Presidential Support Over Time. ct

Conditions: Initial support Os above normal

0< 1 f - g< 1.

Time

Figure 2. Change in Presidential Support Over Time.

Conditions:, Initial support is below normal

0< 1 - f g < 1.
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negative. St, therefOre, will alWays be 1.ess than

. Over time, (1 -f -g) t wial become smaller

and smaller and therefore a smaller number will be
subtracted'from Thus ,St will increase over

time and eventually approach its normalolevel:

o Zong as the retention rate is greaer'tlian

the an rate, then; change in'the level of support

will not exhibit severe fluctuationl. Unden'ihese
..

conditions, if the initial level of supporeis above

normal, support will steadily decrease and approach -

the normal level. If initial suppor% is below normal,

support will increase, approaching thA normal level:

On the other hand, if the gain rate is greater

than the retention rate, i.e.,

g > 1 - f. ,

then the quantity (1 f= g) will be less than zero

(but still gr4eater than -1so long as f and g are not

both equal to 1). Thus' (1- f - gj will be a negative

fraction. But this means.that(1-f-g)t will be .

positive if t is an even,nubber and negative if t

is an odd number: Thus, if initial support is aboVe

normal, S i will be above TEL if t is even,, and below .

°

g,

V5:11:1;
if tk is odd. Of course, tince the size, of

absolute value, of (1 -f-g) t will decrease Vi/er

time, the entire quantity (1 f g) t [So 7247.0

will contribute lessrand less additional support to
?gat the even numbered time periods, and detract

less and ss support from,YLL at the, odd numbered

time periods. The resfilting trend in St is depicted

in Figure 3. If initial support is below normal,

the reslting trehd will be the same except that now
S
t
will be below rait if is even and above it if.+ g

t is odd. In both cases; though, a 'negative fraction

value for (I- f- produces oscillations. that dear.dase

ova' time.
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\

Aiiiiik Adm.

Time

Figure 3. Changes in Presidential Support Over Time.
Conditions: Initial support is above'norme,I

0< 1 -tf g< 0.

This resdlt is'not surprising in view of the

fact that it occurs When the gain rate is higher

than the retention rake. this Condition means that

either the'gain rate is-very high or the'loss rate

is
\veTy high. In either-ca.s*the situation will be

in. flux: vlot of people are.:ilianging their Opinions.

If f and g are 'both high, peolare changing opinjons
s .

very frequently. 'This should result in,a. Considerable -

amount of 'fluctuation in the level of support. Bu
eve4/irbne'of thise :parameters is high, while the

other is not, flucutution should result. For example,

if there is a high loss rate and a moderate gain rate,

-support will decrease as supporters defect in large

numbers. But then the pool of potential supporteri
. .

i increases drastically and even a moderate gain rate

/ will result in a net gain of support. The high loss
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rate means that such gains are not likely tobe

retained, and the ituttion can Coniillue in the

ame vein until it eventually sta-bilizes.

1

Exercise 1 .

Consider the following graph:
0.9

,

0.6

0

Tiple

a) What is the normal o equilibrium level of support?

b) What is the initial leve.1 of support?

c) What restrictions on the values of the parameters.

are'n&isary to p;oduce thisgraph?

cio

We are now in a 'position where'we can understand

how, even In a democratic political setting, many

presidents manage to lose support during the course

ot 'their presidential term. campaigns generate

unusually high levels of support, as many people'

nalge suggested they do, then a trend o£ decreasing

support will be manifest so long as a president re-
.,

tains support at a higher rate than he gaips new
' adherents, But thIt condition is likely tb be realized.

in the U.S., whereparty affiliations are quite stable

and the level of interest in politics is fairly low.

Under these conditions' people are not likely to

follow Politics very closely and hence many people

will tend to retain their impressions,of the president

. once they have initially formed them. Thus the pat-

tern of support represented in Figured is probably

typical fo; the U.S.'
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This does not mean that this pattern need.

always occur. It is conceivable, although probably
.

not very likely, that a highly confre4ersial presi-

dent would attract supporters and alienate followers
quickly enough to generate a pattern of support

similar to that of Figure 3. It is not liken.), ,that

such risky candidates would pass the nomination

process, but under certain circumstances they might.
It is also possible that a president would be so
popular oncb in office thathe'would attract numerous

new supporters throughout his term and actually
increase hi's support level. This situation might
occur if the president were widefy viewed as the
best of two evils at the time of the election but

subsequently managed to become quite popular. There,

is nothing inevitable about the, pattern of decreasing
presidential support, and in fact it does not always

occur nor does IT occur to the same degree. During
his first term in lffice, tisenhoWer managed qo retain
an exceptionally high level of suppOrt. But if the
mobil'ization'of supportl's unusually high during%
campaign periods, as is suite likely to occur, And
if people do not have highly volatile opinions, as
is also/likely, a decreasing trend in the livel of

presidential support should be manifested. And,
indeed this is what tends, to happen.

-Exercise 2

The following data represent Eisenhower-Is popularity at

three month intervals during his first term in office (1953 -
1956):

0.71, 0.74, 0.73, 0.65, 0.69, 0.63, 0.68, 0.63, 0.70r

0.69, 0.76, 0.75. 0.76,-0.71, 0.68, 0.75.

a) Gcaph these data.

b) What parameter values would most nearly approxi-

Maae.this graph? ;
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c) If you have access to a calculator, graph the level

Of St predicted by the model tq parameter values'

you 'chose in part b. (Compare this graph with the one

you obtained. in (a).

2.3 empirical Analysis

A statistical tool linear regression antalysis

can be used to obtain estimates of the gain .rate, loss

rate, and,upper limit on support for each of the presi-

dential terms. This technique allows us to find the

equation of a line that best describes the relationship

between two variables. Supgose, for example, the d'ata

presented incTable I and gphed in Figure 4 were

A available for filre people. The regression line, y = mx + b,

is determined by choos'ing value, for the coefficients m

and J1, that Minimize the sum of the squared differences

between actual income and the, income predicted by the'
, A

regression equation ftkr each educational leyet.
1

The

2>availability of computer programs that calculatet.miand b
NI,

TABLE i 4

Income and I;Educati ° Levels
.

Years in School Annual Income

.'!.

8 $ T,000
16 18,000

17 25,000
12 12,000

20 20,000

1

0

The formulas that determine m.artd,b are

m(Ex) + na = Eyi

m(Ex:2) + b(Ex.) = Ex y

where n is the number of data pints (x.,yi), and all the sums run
from i = 1 to i = n. One first finds the sums, then solves the
resulting equations for m apd b. It can be shown by calculus
te?hnigues that the values of m and b found by this method minimize
the sum.

1(yi-mxi-b)2
4

of the squares of the vertical dLstances between the line y=mx+b
and the points (x.,yi).
)1-

\N\

' 1
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makes it easy for anyone with access to a computer or

pregrammabre calculator.fo obtain she regression tine
for any set of data on two variabies'as

25,000

20,000

>4
w 15,000
E/

Ct, 000 . A

5,000

0'

0
Years in school -'10- 15 20

xo

t I
Figure 4. 'A regression I ;fie y = Mx + b f tt&I to the data from

Table I.
t

This technique helps us to estimatethe gains ate,
l oss rate, and upper 1.imiton support, becau;e the.

'equation

(3.1) ast = -fSor g(L-St),,

which changes in pTeAdential support, can'tie
rewritten in the form

144 0.2) y = mx + b, a.
-

as we sha41 now see. Since

AS = S SASS
t-1 t,

EquatiOn 3.1) is equivalent to the equation
, :a

(3.4) :St+.1 - St = tfq:+ gL gSt.,

But, then, '' 1

(3.4) : St+, = Si fSt4- gS, + gL.
....

When we faceor out an S
t on the right, we obtain

.-- ..

34
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ti

(3.5) S
t+1

= (1 - g1S
t

- he may then make the following substitutions:

1.3.0) v
t+1

(13.7) x = St

(3.8) b = gl.

(3.9) m = 1 f- g,

to convertiquation(3.51 into the basic regre;v"on

cqnation,

y = mx + b,
.

This means that h,e camose regres!,,ion analysis to -get

estimates for m and h for a given set of data .on,presi-

dential,.sUpport level by using Equation (3.1),with theJ
substitutions given in` Equations (3.6) -,q.9) At Once the'

..... . , -.

values of a and b ai-e knouli, Equations. (3.8) nd-(3.9)

provide information about the values of f,.g and 1. .
. . ,

t
Unfortunatitly, these'equat,iois,do nOt'provide enough

information to get unique estimates alall .three parameters.s,
t
However, Sf tire value of one of'fhese paYallieters' is known,.

z...Equatuons '(3.8). and (3.9) gell give us values for the ,

/';"
A ,..

other two. Suppole, for example, that we somehow know
A . . ,

the value- of L. Then, from Equation (3.1110
octi

-

% (3.10) , k = 1041.
.

.
.

and ahusothe value ()fog can be calculatei,, d. And, froM

Equation (3.9).,

..,
`

(3.11) . f = 1 g

,

so the t",14.te of ntf cakp be 4lculated.
.

f'
Of tours1; in ol'cle.r,to'U; CqUations (3.10) and

-- , .

(3. 11i, we need some way. of finding-the value of I...=-
. . s

, (
_-_ ,

- %s
1

% /
-35
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4FOrtunately,:ehough, %se'riave some knowledge abotkt the

upper limit of support a preslaen may expect to)-e-
ceive. Table 2 in Unit 299, reproduced here, indicates

that no recent U.S. president has'managed to win. the

support of more than 87i of the population. Further- *

more, since Truman, the maximum amount of support

received by presiduRts has declined. Thus we know
the maximum support received b each recent president,

t4

the maximum support any recent president has received,
and the trend in maximum support levels'. This infor-

mationcan be used to obtain a fairly reasonable'

estimate of the upper limit on support for any president.

TABLE 2

Thg_Range of PresidtntiS1 Popularity

President
Range of Percent
Approval Received

Ford 37% 7l%

Nixon 24% - 68%

Johnson 35% - 80%

Kennedy 57% 83%

Truman 23% 87%

Suppose, for example, we wish to estimate the value of
L for Nixon. At one point Nixon was supported by 68%

,

of the population (his highest level of support) and

hente-his upper limit of potential, supporters must have
been st least 68%. On the edier-hand, hislimit was

probably below lie. n O igh reached Jy Truman, since

the maximum support g, residents has, declined in more
recent yea s. Thus: gh we do not know the value
of L for Nixon ye4r.st$ it is plausible to assume

that this rameter wasberweerr,0.68 acrd 0.87. One 1 ,

estimate of L is simply the midpoint of this interval.

Since 'We don't know where L is in the interval be't'ween

0.68 and 0.87 our,best guess is that it is right in

36
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+4.

%
between the two extremes. Thus, for Nixon,

0.68
2

+ 0.87
0.775.(3.12) L =

. .

Similar techniques can be used to obtain estimates of

L for othe.r presidents.

In summary, Obtaining empirical estimates for
I'

the paraMoters of Equation (3.1) requires two steps:

1) Regress the level of support recetved.by a president

ot+ly on its previous level (St to obtain values for

a and b, and 2) use estimates of a nd b, in conjunction

with Equations (3.1,01 (3.12) and a reasonable estimate

of the value' of L to find the values of f and g.

Exercise 3 (Requires access to a computer or programmable calculator.)
4

a) Use the data on Nixon's popularity in Table 1 of

Unit 299, reProdYEed here, to obtain estimates of

the regression ofINixon's snort on his previous

level of sppport. Then use 71fe regressione'estimates

to obtain values of0f, §, and L for Nixon's second

term.

Trend in Nixon's Popularity, 1 73-1974

January,
February
March

April

May
June
July

August
September
October
November
December
January,

'February
March
April
May
June

1973

1974

Approve Disa roves,

68%

65

59

48

44

45-
40

38
32

27

27

29

26

25

26

26

28

26

25%
25

32

4o .04

45

45

'49

54

59

A60
63

6o

64

64

65

65

61

61

Source: Gallup Opinion Index

Y
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b) graph the actual values of Nikon's support over time

(as was done for other pregidents in Figure 1 in Unit

299) and the levels of support predicted,by thd model.

Hbw close are the "two graphs? Can'you think of any'

reasons for some of the discrepancie'S1

-2.4 The Impact of Unusual Events

The model of presidential popularity that has
been developed here is very simple. As was earlier

noted, actual loss and gain rates prObably do'not

remain constant throughput the course of a presiden-

tial term; but vary somewhat as conditions in the
country change. Thus, changes in support for a pre-

sident will probably nbt follow the smooth pattern

predicted by the model, but wilr deviate to.some
degree from these patterns. Nevertheless, if changes
in the loss and'gain rates are relatively small, as

* they probably often are, the model will work reasonably

well in predicting general tendencies in the change
of suppott4levels:

However, it is. possible for an unusual event to

occur that'temporarily changes the gain or loss rate
considerably,. A'president, for example, may make an

unpopuldr speech, pull his dog's ears, or make some

other mistake that eteliporarily incurs the wrath of
the public.' Or, the.presideht may win a tax rebate,

announce a major diplomatic victory, or perform some
other feat that temporarily wins an unusually high
level of suppqrt.

The key word here is temporarily. If the president
does not suffer any permanenvictery,or defeat as a

result of these actions, We would Qxpect that his level

'of support would tend to return to'the level of support

he received prior to the occurrence of the unusual

110
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event. On the other hand:since it might take some

time for the impact of the event to wear off, the

effect of the event may not be neg140.ble in a four

year presidential term,

The model ofTresidential popularity can be used

to analyze the effects of such events. If the victory.'
---

or defeat does not permanently affect the preside4t's

image.we may suppose that all parameters f, g, and
L will be the same after the event as they were
before the event. The occurrence of the event, then,

temporarily displaces the level of support received by

the president, but does not affect the probability
that the pftsident gains new adherents or loses old

supporters, nor doessit affect the size of the potential

pool of supporters beyond the time when the event
occurred.

If,this is true, then since f, g, and L are

unchanged, pi.esidential support should continue to

track to the normal level determined,by the value

f+ g However, it will start tracking to this level

from a new place. And since the model predicts that

future levels of support depend on current ones,, i.e.,

St+1 = (1 - f - g)St + gL,

,the unusual event will have an impact on all subse-

quent levels of support. The effect. pf the displace-

ment of support, then, into set a new initial condi-

tion. Support will continue to track to the same

normal or equilibrium level,. but it will do so from

a different starting point. An illustration of this

phenomenon is depicted ip Figure S.

- If the displacement of support following an

unusual event is not very large, then unusual
,

like small variations in the gain and'loss rat,

should lead actual changes in presidential support

I*
Xi
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0
0

a

'so

'gL

f + g

11

time

.Figure 5. Temporary DisrplaCement in the Level of Suppoct

to eAlbit q less smooth pattern than the model pre-

dicts'but should not cause actual popularity changes

to deviate from the overall patiern predicted by the

model. HOWever, f the displacement is very large,

then even though support will continue to trick to the

old normal level, it will do so from such a different

starting point that, over the course of a four-year

presidential term, actual and predicted changesof

support may be quite different. The model, then',

i4oula be inadequate to deal with cases where either4

unusual events lead to huge temporary displacements

of support or with cases where gain and loss rates

4 exhibit large ,amounts of fluctuation during the course

of a presidential term.

Exercise 4

Suppose a temporary displacement occurs that does not

permanently change any of the parameter values as follows:.

40



St

VP%

t

Graph the behavior of St predicted by the model following the
temporary displacement.

r

#4,

2.5 Conclusion

The model of presidential popularity developed
here is quite simple: It treats chan s in the level

ofsupport-recetved by priesidents as function of
the balance between the average gains and the average,

losses of support for a president during his term in
'office. The model ignores all°of the variations in

support that stem from short-term changes in political,

economic, and social conditions, and thus cannot hope
to capture all of the variations in presidential

support levels that actually occur. Nevertheless,
it is powerful enough to capture longer trends in

support levels and is helpful in eXplaining why lire-

sltents tend to lose support during their terms in
office. In fact, in many cases where the parameters
of the model are estimated from survey data, the trend

,

predicted by the modtycotes surprisingly close to

tle actual levels of support received by a president
over time.

The model'is also quite-helpful in suggesting -

conditions under which different patterns of support
might emerge. Although many otliese conditions are

/13
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a

likely to be "tare in the context of American presi-

dential politics, they may be realized far more fre-

quently in different contexts. For example, if the

model were used to study support for the Chief Execu-

tve in some of the countries with multi-party systems,

the results would probably be quite different. Then,

too, the model might be applied to changing public

opinion concerning issues other than pres,idential

popularity. Public opinion on the abortion issue,

for example, or on civil rights issues, would in all

likelihood follow a different pattern from the one

predominant in presidential support.

'Phis is not to suggest that this model can or

should be used to study changes in public opinion'

concerning all issues. There are some issues for

which short term forces not only predominate is

determihing the level of support but are also the

most interesting aspects of the analysis of support.

Thus, we would be primarily -interested in factors

that aaect the loss and gain rates at any particular

time, and would not wish to use a model that assumes
%

constant loss and gain 'rates. But there are also

many issues for which such short term changes are

not predominant and thus the assumption of constant

loss and gain rates provide a fairly reasonable

approxfthation to reality. For such issues, this

model provides a helpful tool in analyzing long term

trends in support and the conditions that generate

these trends.

42
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3. ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

Unit 299

Exercise 1

a) 52

b) 58

c) 055*, or St-55

Exercise 2

5
1
=0.76

,5
2
= 0.73

5
3
= 0.70

= 0.68

5
5
= 0.6,

5
6
= 0.65

5
7

= 0.64'

=580.63

S9 = 0.63
4.1

S
10

=0.62

Support is declining,

'

r
O l

but it is declining at a decreasing rate.

Exercise 3

The model is: 5
t+1

= 0.85
t
+ 0.12. That is, to calculate the

value of S at any time, we take 80% of its previous value and add

the quantity 0.12 to the result. Since support' starts out high ,

.(5d,= 0.8) the quantity.0.1 4oes not compensate for the loss that

occurs as a result of takingtly 80% of the PreviOus value, For

example, 80% of Q.8 Is 0.64, which is 0.16 below 0.8. Thus St

,declines over time But as St declines, 80% of the value of Sis

a smaller number, and o the quantity 0.12 makes up a larger propo?-.

tion of the gap. Thits 80% of 0.76 is 0.608, which is only 0.152 below

0.76. ,St, in short, declines, but it declines less and less as St gets

4 smaller. Furthermore, St cannot decline all the *ay to 0 because
43
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the quahtity 0.12 always makes up for-at least part oT the loss

that occurs as the'result of taking only 80% of the previous value.

If St could get small enough, O. O.IZ would more than compensate for

this loss. For example, if St = 0.5, then 80% of 0.5 is 0.40.Which

' is ;loss of only 0.1. St+1 would then be 0.52.,
, s

4

Unit 300

I. a) The normal or equilibrium level of support is about 0.5.

b) The initial level of support is 0.3.

c) 1-f < g < I, 0 < f < 1.

2. Eisenhower's support fluctuates between about 0.63 and 0.76,

but it does not do so with any prominent regularity. One

solution, therefore, would be to suppose fluctuations in

the data occur as the result of minor changes in the-gain

or loss rate or as the result of temporary displacemE.Ats.

On this solution, Eisenhower's support would be treated as

a constant popularity rate (with minor fluctuations. due

to factors not incorporated in the model); thusf and g

are both 0 (or close to 0) And 50 is about 0.7. o.

3. b = .0.034215,

m = 0.846556

L = 0.775

g e0.04

f = 0.11

14.
$

4

4,4
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APPENDIX .- ..m
. ,. , 40-

- " , DERIVATION_OF THE GENERAL S T,ION ::1,- .':;. '

s.,,t,

. ',.. ".4.24.-T-401 -, . v'sps'.1-../
,,,,. -- ir.4. 1 .,444,

_ It is not difficult to show that E14Wtion
.. i

4%,0,1--;-% ,

of Section 1.4 can be derived from,Equat
.

-.-...

However, to do this requires a prelim- nary ki ..t

-result. This result allows us' to s'implifyt1i5tre...&
.

....., . .4.,,
the first n consecutive powers of anynumbdr- r,i'-q's foLlewS

r '1 , ,4-.-Jr.

1-1,..\"'.',

+ r ; r2.` + r3 + + rn-1
1 r ,(A.1)

1 r
.1", ;^* 14%

(the first power in the list is r ° = 1 . ) To see %Ay

thisjormula holds, let the sum' of the left-hand s
-IAN -

1.<
4

'

I-

of Equation (A.1) be denoted -by Sn. Thus

(A.2) Sn = 1 +'r + r2 + r3 + +

If both sides of Equation (A.2/ are multiplied by thr r

number r we have

(A.3) rSn r2 r3 r4 rn.
0

4

Tlien:, if Equation (A.3) is subtracted from Equation (.2)-,, ,

most of the 'terms on the right-hand side will drop -out, .

.

. .
r'

leaving. 'Si

.. -

ir
, (A.4) S

n
- rS

n .
= 1 '

4

To demonstrate the validity of Equation (A.1) all we need

to do is to factor Sn out. of. the left-hand' side of -

Equation (A.4) and then divide both sides of the resulting

equation by (1 r). Mhen4kie doso we find that . e

1 rn

f

Since Equation (A.2) states that'Sn is'equal to the LUm

in the left-hand side of Equation (A.1), the result in ,

Equation (A.5) proves that Equation (A.1) is 'true..

s, '45
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Since r can be equal to any.number, we may set r

to be the number (1-f-g). Thus Equation (4.7), which

states that

os St = + gL(1+(1 -f-g)

(1-f-g)2 + + (1-f-g)t-1),:

may be restated as

-,.(A.61 St rtS0 + gL(1 + r + r2 + + r
t I

).

The quantity 1i-brackets on the. right-hand side of

(A.6)i is a sum like the one in Equation (A.1).

Using the result obtained ip Equation (A.1), we have

1 +(A.7)

Then Equation

(A.8.) St

r2 +

(A.6)

= r 00

...'+

becomes

+ gL

r
*1

'

rt

7

=.r t

17-77*

-

1 - r

If we substitute (1-f-g) back in place of r, wecan obtain

Equation (A.9):

-f-g)
t

(A.9)
St (1-f-g)

t

SO + gLi 1 -
(1 (1-f-g)k

i

.1.-.

Or, by simplification;

e t0..10) S = (1-f-g)tS14.44+
g
L(1

0 +g

After rearranging terms;

(A.11) St = (1-f-OtS0 + = - jL(1-f-g)t.
t+g

Finally,

'(A.12) S
t

= (1-f-g)t[So /4) +.44=g-

which is precisely Equation (4:8), 46

s

/ .

O
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This Unit was presented.in preliminary form at the Shambaugh
Conference on Mathematics and Political Science Instruction held
December,41977 at the University of Iowa. The Shambaugh fund was
established in memory pf1Benjamin F. Shambaugh who.was.the first
and for forty years served as the chairman of 'the Department of

; Political Science at the University of Iowa. The funds bequeathed
in his memory-have permitted the department tp sponsor a series of
lectives §n onfererices on research and instructional topics.

,The Proje would like ,to thank participanjs in the Shambaugh
Confe ce for their reviews, and all others who assisted in the
production of thiS unit.

This unit was field-tested and/or student reviewed in
preliminary form by: Jonathan Choate, The Grotoq School, Groton.
Massachusetts; Bernice KastneryrMontgomery College, Tacoma Park,
Maryland; Ann Holley, SSn Dio4o vening College, S'an Diego,.
California; Carol Stokes, Danville Jr, College, Danville, Illinois;
Joseph. McCormack, The:Wheatley School, Old Westbury, New York; and

UebelaCker, University of New Haven, New Haven, Connecticut,
and has been revised on the- basi.s of data received from these
sites.
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